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Are You Decent?

Country's Ex-Pats

Barry Umansky helps you navigate the shoals
of indecency in Broadcast Law Review.
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WASHINGTON
Engineers and
attorneys who use the FCC broadcast
database say the system has major
flaws, despite efforts by the agency to
improve it.
Users of the Consolidated Database
System cite numerous inconsistencies
and problems including what they
describe as lack of quality control,
mislabeled or missing data, slow or
inadequate technical assistance and
problems submitting online applications.
One prominent consulting engineer
called it the poorest implementation of a
database system that he'd ever seen.
Stations are required to use the
engineering database te file 12 Mass
See DATABASE, page 6
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Harris Picks Up
Hirschmann
MELBOURNE, Fla. Sensing abilliondollar market, Harris Corp. plans to
expand its global digital broadcast efforts
by acquiring aEuropean firm.
Harris has signed an agreement to
acquire the assets of Hirschmann
Multimedia Communications Networks,
which is the broadcast business of
Hirschmann Austria, a member of
Aditron AG, the electronics sector of
Rheinmetall in Germany. Hirschmann
MCN makes European standard DVB-T
digital television and DAB radio trans-

mitters, digital cable systems and lowpower analog TV transmitters. The deal
is expected to close by early June.
Hirschmann MCN is based in Austria
and will become part of the Harris
Broadcast Communications Division.
Hirschmann MCN had sales last year of
$26 million and has approximately 130
employees.
"When combined with our ITIS development operations in Rennes. France,
and manufacturing operations in
Cambridge, England, Harris is well positioned to supply the European standardsbased broadcast equipment for digital TV
and radio, worldwide," stated Harris
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Phillip Farmer.
Farmer said digital radio and TV transmitter markets are expected to exceed $ 1
billion in the next decade.
Harris plans to continue Hirschmann's
broadcast business as Harris Broadcast
Communications Europe, operating with
established management and employees.

FCC Tenures in News
WASHINGTON
FCC Chairman
Michael Powell won another endorsement from President George W. Bush in
April.

AUDIOARTS DI6nL D-70

May 23, 2001

A statement released by the White
House said the president intends to nominate Powell for a second five-year term
on the commission. Powell's current term
expires June 30, 2002. If confirmed by
the Senate. Powell's tenure as chairman
would extend through mid- 2007.
Meanwhile, Commissioner Susan
Ness said she would leave her post by
June 1. By that time, she will have served
seven years at the FCC, working with
three chairmen: Reed Hundt, Bill
Kennard and Powell. Ness stated, " I
believe that an orderly transition is best
accomplished by announcing when my
time with the commission will end."
Commissioner Harold Furchtgott-Roth
has also said he intends to leave the
agency this year, as does fellow commissioner Gloria Tristani.
The White House in April sent three
nominations to the Senate to fill the
vacancy left by Kennard and the expected
vacancies for seats now held by Ness and
Furchtgott-Roth.
Nominated
are
Republicans Kathleen Abernathy and
Kevin Martin and Democrat Michael
Copps.
Tristani has not specified when she
intends to leave the agency.
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The D-70 digital console from AUDIOARTS not
only utilizes the latest in digital technology and chip
sets, it can be ordered with a serial interface that lets
it integrate with most popular automation systems and
station routers; it even
has WHEATSTONE's
exclusive VDIP ® software setup system.
Plug-in modules
let you have any combination of mic, analog
or digital line inputs,
and four stereo busses
give you plenty of flexibility ( each has both
WHEATSTONE'S VOW . Virtual
digital and analog outDipswitch Software lets you conputs). And with sample
figure D-70 input channels with a
laptop computer. Once configrate conversion on all
ured console runs stand-alone.
the digital inputs plus
selectable console clock rates of 32, 44.1 or 48KHz
(and an optional external house sync) the D-70 can
fit right in with all your facility's present equipment.

With a compact, tabletop- mount footprint and a
modular rear connector system that utilizes plug-in
submodules for easy analog-to-digital field switches,
the D-70 can be configured onsite
quickly and easily. On the functional side, fullscale digital peak plus

Can Country Keep Its Expatriates?

simultaneous VU metering, LED
illumination everywhere, built-in
machine interface, automatic timer
and clock ( stand-alone or ESE
slave) all come standard, along with
separate control room and studio
source selection plus built in talkback. You can even order the D-70
console with a SUPERPHONE

INTERNET RADIO

module to support two callers with automatic digitally
generated mix- minus. Both digital and analog line
selector panels are also available.

THE D-70 DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE
—benefit from WHEATSTONE's experience—
at an AUDIOARTS price!
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Minus Infinity, NAB Looks Forward
LAS VEGAS A new administration.
The dot-corn crash. The stalemated DTV
transition. The loss of CBS/Infinity from
the NAB membership roster.
In remarks at NAB2001, President
and CEO Eddie Fritts said the broadcasting industry is not only up against
new technology competitors, but is
experiencing its most difficult advertising period in 10 years.
While not naming CBS or Infinity,
Fritts referred to "the split between the
affiliates and the networks" and referred
to tension between the two groups over
television's 35 percent national ownership cap.
Fritts publicly thanked ABC, the
remaining large network member, for
staying with the association. Fox and
NBC had left the association earlier,
because they want the cap raised or
eliminated, while NAB and affiliates
support the cap.
Infinity is the top-grossing commercial radio group, according to industry
experts, and its withdrawal was noted by
attendees and exhibitors.
Some CBS/Infinity employees told
RW that in the past, the company did
not cover their convention tabs anyway.
But this year, as a result of the pullout,
these attendees could not wear the group
name on their badges or take part in session panels.
An NAB spokesman was unable to
say how many fewer people registered
because of the CBS decision, but said he
thought it was under 100.

despite the slight drop, business was real
good, orders were signed," Wharton said.
The 35 percent TV audience cap was a
recurring theme. At the Congressional
Breakfast, Rep. Cliff Stearns, R- Fla.,
said, "We raised the cap with radio and it
wasn't necessarily the end of the world."
Indoor plumbing
FCC Chairman Michael Powell, inter

IBOC Fees

use are set.
XM received apower increase for its
satellites before the show. A source
close to the company said the increase
would be used to enhance audio quality,
not increase the number of channels
offered nor measurably reduce the
amount of repeaters needed.
Analysts disagreed over the viability
of satellite radio's business model.

Photo by Leslie Samson

by Leslie Stimson

Reaction to

The FCC's Bruce Romano, BIAS Mark Fratrik and
iBiquity's A Shuldiner talk about the future of radio.

viewed by ABC-TV's Sam Donaldson,
brought the house down when he
summed up the importance of TV by
saying, "More Americans have TVs than
do indoor plumbing." There is amisconception, Powell said, that he believes
free, over-the-air TV faces extinction.
When reviewing radio ownership
deals, he said, the FCC has no effective
way to measure diversity and that the
presence of several owners in a market
"doesn't necessarily mean from the consumer's perspective there's more choice."
Radio numbers
Of the new class of low-power FM
Radio has felt the economic pinch.
stations, Powell said, " We've been
But despite the tough ad market, Radio
required by Congress to conduct exhausAdvertising Bureau President Gary Fries
tive tests, real-world, not just lab tests."
said, "Local radio has shown more staBruce Romano, associate chief in the
bility in the first quarter of this year than
FCC's Office of Engineering and
any other media."
Technology, told asession that the comShortly after the show, the RAB said
local radio ad sales for March dipped 6 mission may put out for bid the tests for
potential LPFM interference. Before any
percent, while national revenues were
such facilities can be built, they need to
off 23 percent compared to the same
be authorized, he said. It's not clear if
month ayear go.
the commission would publicize the
Like radio ad sales, show attendance
location of the test sites.
was off a bit after years of escalation.
The FCC is sorting through about
Registration was down slightly from last
1,600 applications from the first three
spring's approximately 115,300. Those
registered through the first day of this
LPFM filing windows. The commission
has not said how long granting CPs will
show numbered 112,776, with nearly
take. The first 25 CPs were issued just
30,000 of those international attendees.
prior to the show.
Some exhibiters in the radio hall
Romano said the FCC is focused on
described the foot traffic as good for the
processing applications in cases where
first two days of the show, but said it
the station frequency is unopposed.
then tapered off. One source thought
In several sessions, the problem of
traffic from South America was higher
radio pirates in Florida was pointed out
compared to last year.
to FCC officials, who said their enforceMeanwhile, Tim Schwieger, president
ment efforts have not wavered.
of Broadcast Supply Worldwide and
"The interference is just driving you
chairman of NAB's Exhibiter Advisory
up awall," said one station owner.
Committee, said international traffic was
"fantastic," but said some exhibiters told
The companies preparing to begin
satellite-delivered pay-radio services,
him radio attendance was "noticeably
Sirius Satellite Radio and XM Satellite
down."
Radio, are deploying terrestrial repeaters
NAB spokesman Dennis Wharton did
they hope will ensure a clean signal in
not yet have abreakdown for this year's
urban areas. Romano said these firms
show at press time; but last year, he said,
and wireless companies are sharing the
the number of attendees who checked
spectrum the translators will use. Talks
radio broadcasting as their primary busiabout the power levels of the repeaters
ness was 8,400.
He called this year's attendance a continue. The FCC hopes all sides
resolve outstanding issues on this topic
"terrific turnout," especially given the
before coming to the agency as the rules
economic situation.
"The exhibitors we talked to said that
governing Sirius and XM's translator

The Internet gained much attention at
the show. During the events in Las
Vegas, the U.S. Copyright Office reaffirmed an earlier position that retransmissions of broadcast signals over the
Internet are subject to copyright regulations and royalties. e

Attendee reaction ranged from
resignation to shock at the news that
iBiquity Digital Corp. plans to
charge broadcasters license fees for
software to make IBOC-compatible
equipment perform — both a firsttime charge and a fee for later
upgrades (RW, May 9, page 1).
One non-com CE said, "I'm not
surprised. Venture capitalists want a
fast return on their investment."
One engineer whose group has
invested in iBiquity said, "We'll have
to see how this shakes out." Another
head of a radio group that's also
invested in iBiquity reportedly said
to this engineer, "We owe no one ...
for trying to make money on this."
"This is a 180-degree turn," said
the CE of a group that's not an
iBiquity investor. "We've been at
meetings where they've said there'd
be no licensing fees." He said it was
aconflict of interest for radio groups
invested in iBiquity to make revenue
from the fees.
"Do they like it? No. But they recognize we need to do it," said one
iBiquity source, who said the company told the major radio groups
about the fee structure before
announcing it.
— Leslie Stimson
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said the same thing; and Iknow Ididn't have to

NAB: How Many Is Enough?
by Paul J. McLane

And that's the overall count. Most of those

Check out our Photo Galleries from
NAB2001 throughout this issue for aflavor of
last month's big event. Next issue, we'll tell you
about all the new products and share the "Cool
Stuff" Award winners with you. For asneak
peak, visit wwwnvonline.com.
A favorite game among conventioneers and
suppliers is to guess the attendance.
NAB said about 113,000 people had registered as of the first day of the show. Final num-

times, and did so last year; but Wharton says

days. And we had good turnout for my radio

the information is for internal purposes, to track

engineering roundtable session on Sunday

other industries. How many of them were radio
people? NAB spokesman Dennis Wharton

trends, and is not made public. Iurge NAB to

morning — not the busiest of days, usually. So

reconsider that policy.

where you stand on this topic pretty much

couldn't tell me the figure for 2001 yet; but last
year, he said, 8,400 people checked off radio
broadcasting as their primary business.
"That could mean, of course, that they were

broken down by job title. That information would help radio managers gauge

Some people are cynical about the statistics.
For instance, one supplier wrote this on BNet's
RadioTech listserv:
"My guess as to the breakdown is: 50,000
Sony employees, 49,000 other vendors, 1,000
press, 12,000 E-Topia attendees, 700 serious
broadcasters and 149 RT subscribers."
Other participants wondered whether the

visitors from the non-paid attendees, and the

Final thoughts about the show next issue.
PS — Exhibitors tend to say the same things
year after year. I've visited thousands of booths
at dozens of conventions in the past 15 years or
so, and here are sentences I've heard in
response to my question, "How has the show

employees. It would be of great benefit
to those who support the show by

been for your company?":
• "We've had great traffic. But Ihear that our

exhibiting, but who must struggle with
the significant — and ever-rising — cost
(I happen to believe the NAB show is
very useful for radio folks; but there is
always debate on the relative merits

One radio supplier told me confidentially
that he thinks the radio floor should be open for
two days only. I'm not sure that's apractical,

and new media folks.

how useful the show would be for their

of booth space and drayage.

depends on where you stood.

much less healthy, idea; but it shows that the
needs of radio are different than those of the TV

Ithink the NAB should issue an

the organizers can "de-dupe" the names on their

so. Radio/audio exhibitors were up from 185 to
202 at the LVCC.

The only consistent, fair way to measure
attendance at any convention is to count each
body once; to separate statistically the paying

dip

owners, GMs, engineers, sales managers, producers, consultants, etc.," he
said.
annual public audit of its attendance,

dance was off atad from last year's 115,000 or

On the other hand, the Sands was packed,
and many TV exhibitors reported four busy

people were interested in TV, new media and

bers aren't issued until well after the event, after
list; the attendance figure could come down a
bit, or go up. But apparently this year's atten-

wait long in the places where Iusually have to
stand in line for food and transportation.

competitors didn't."
Associate Publisher John Casey (center) and Ipresented
NAB Engineering Award winner Amo Meyer of Belar

among those who pay the bills to attend
or exhibit. I'm also sensitive to questions of
booth costs. As amarketing manager, Ionce

withdrawal of CBS/Infinity had affected the
total, but NAB said the impact was minimal. I

paid out more in labor costs to move abooth

might add that CBS hasn't had agreat record of

floor 1,000 feet away, than Ihad paid the trucker

supporting its employees' desires to attend this
show anyway — at least of paying for them.

to ship the same booth 2,500 miles.)
NAB does indeed audit attendance some-

from the NAB loading dock to the convention

with aframed copy of arecent profile article.

exhibitors from attendees; and to have an independent third party audit the attendance figures
and make those statistics public.

• "It was great yesterday, but it has slowed
down abit today!'
• "I've got abunch of orders right here in my
briefcase."
• "Ihear the Sands is packed."
• "Why do we have show hours on Thursday,
anyway?"
• "Next year, we're getting athicker carpet."

The experience of this show seems to
depend on where you spent your time. Many
exhibitors in the radio portion of the north hall

And the all-time winner:
• "Attendance was down, but the quality of the

said traffic seemed lighter. A lot of the cabbies

attendees was high!'

•

A

big Mad-town tip of the hat to Gordon Govier, news director of
WNWC-AM-FM in Madison, Wis., the winner of an Amigo
FM audio processor from CRL.

(Did you know that Madison is the only North American city built
on an isthmus? And that it has the most restaurants per capita of any
U.S. city?)
The Amigo FM offers an array of features usually available only on
more expensive units, including adigital stereo encoder. The Amigo FM is a "set-and-forget"
system that monitors audio levels, increases asignal's perceived stereo image, and assures a
loud, clear, consistent sound. Features include an input AGC/compressor, stereo sound field
enhancement, alow-frequency bass-boost equalizer and atri band limiter.
-1"
Talk about your engineering power panel! Graciously taking part in my roundtable discussion
were Al Kenyon of Clear Channel, Frank McCoy of American Media Services, David Baden
of Radio Free Asia, Margaret Bryant of ABC Radio Networks and Tony Masiello of XM
Satellite Radio. Well share the best tidbits from this session in an upcoming issue.

The retail value of the Amigo FM is $2,495. To date, we've given away about $29,000
worth of prizes. Much more to come!
You can sign up for the sweepstakes at www.rwonline.com

¿Habla Español?
Transmitter Remote Control
Now In Spanish
Designed specifically to meet the needs of Spanish
speaking operators and engineers, the new ARC- 16
ESP from Burk Technology will:

Temperatura de
edificio normal
wrialoe-

• let you read messages and alarms in Spanish right
on the front panel, and,
• listen to your readings in clear, fluent Spanish using
an optional Spanish speech interface.
With Spanish language manuals and our bilingual
technical support, Burk Technology can provide you
with the products and support you need.
Order anew ARC-16ESP today, or ask about simple
conversion for your existing ARC- 16. Your staff will
be saying, "
Gracias."
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Figures are silhouetted at the fountains of Caesar's Palace.

You could hear AM and FM IBOC signals over the air in the iBiquity Digital booth.

Radio Systems'

Lowest
•
Prices
Ever

Pick up some today

Rob Glaser of RealNetworks said
fears about Internet business
models are overstated.
The huge new LVCC South Hall will be part of the show
next year (as will the Sands). Exhibitors and officials of
the Las Vegas Convention/Visitors Authority

e

joined NAB President Eddie Fritts out front.

Radio Systems
has lowered th?. prices on all
studio consoles, timers, distribution
amplifiers—
even their new digital hybrid.
Call your distributo ,
or Radio Systemsloday!
Attendee Dave Biondi inspects the LUPO petrol lamp, which uses heat to
generate power for its AM/FM and satellite receiving capabilities. It's aimed
at third-world countries and outdoor recreation users.

6ot Heron Drive, Bridgepert, New Jersey o8ou,
(856) 467-8000 voice, (856) 667 -3044 fax

www.radiosystems.com
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Database
Continued from page 1
Media Bureau applications electronically
and verify that proposed changes — such

used. Since CDBS was introduced in
January 2000, Bradshaw said, several
improvements have been made.
Bradshaw and his staff are
examining how to improve response
time for users doing queries or filing
applications electronically.
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error or maintenance, and an online
fee form allowing users to pay for
application fees using acredit card.
Since October 2000, the FCC has
mandated
electronic
filing
of
numerous applications — FCC Forms
301, 302- FM, 314, 315, 316, 318 and
347 — for AM and FM radio as well
as television stations, creating
increased traffic on the CDBS. The
commission will not accept paper
versions unless stations submit a
waiver request.
While many users, including
engineering consultants and attorneys,
told RW that the CDBS would be
useful in the long term, they are
infuriated by problems in obtaining
data and filing applications.
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Major flaws?
Though the CDBS is more reliable
than it was six months ago, users said,
some still dislike the way it works.

Want

information.
Berger acknowledged that bad data
exists within CDBS and said one way
to help eliminate errors is for the
public to use the electronic filing
system.
Validation
Users can avoid entering more
innacuracies into CDBS because their
forms must undergo two types of
validation, in which the system checks
whether all fields have been filled out
correctly.
But in some areas of electronic
filing, such as sub- forms within a sale
application in which multiple answers
to questions exist, a user can save
incomplete or incorrect data without
validating it, Berger said.
"It is a consequence of the way the
system was initially developed," he
said. " It allows the occasional
application in the door with bad data."
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Longley-Rice Coverage and Incoming interference
to a Proposed Station at Jackson, N.H.
as upgrades, site changes and power
increases — do not conflict with new
station proposals from another facility.
The CDBS was created in 1999 when the
Mass Media Bureau combined three
separate databases.

In March, the division implemented
a version of CDBS for the FCC Web
site in a fiat-file format, the one used
for the earlier three databases.
Bradshaw said the division created
this version for users who still have
software compatible with that format,
Baby steps
in which users write routines to extract
FCC officials say they constantly
specific information.
are working to improve the system.
The new CDBS system, Bradshaw
"The system is not perfect," said
said, is a relational format that
Jim Bradshaw, assistant division chief
accommodates different data types and
for the FCC audio services division. "I allows more- efficient data retrieval
know it has problems."
and storage.
To speed things along, the division
Other improvements include a link
is analyzing the system and ways in
that informs users whether the system
which its computer resources are being
is down due to an upgrade, system

Dependable AM Measurements
Model 520 - $ 1750
THIS AM MOD-MONITOR FEATURES
A TUNABLE PRESELECTOR AND
AN EASY- TO-READ DISPLAY.
Take accurate modulation readings right off the
air with this compact, full-featured Mono-AM
monitor. Fixed and adjustable peak flashers
complement the peak-holding bargraph readout
for clear, interpretation-free results.
Audio-loss, carrier-loss and modulation
limit alarms may be remotely located, and
an RS-232 port allows full computer/modem
control. An efficient outdoor active antenna
is optionally available for difficult reception
situations.
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Shown are the FCC ( F-50-50) signal contours of aINPR
and CPB qualified public radio stations in the state of Iowa.
"It has been the poorest implementation of a database system that
I've ever seen," said Jack Mullaney,
president of Mullaney Engineering.
"The FCC implemented CDBS
knowing it had major flaws. It borders
on gross criminal negligence."
Mullaney, who uses the database for
engineering studies and filing
applications, is far from impressed
with the way data was transferred
from the old system to CDBS.
He said the information contained
in CDBS about several stations is
wrong."You run the risk that you never
know who you're supposed to be
protecting because information in the
CDBS is incorrect."
Part of the problem, Mullaney said,
is that the outside contractor the FCC
hired to do the job — Averstar Group,
owned by Titan Systems Corp. — was
not sufficiently familiar with the data.
But Averstar Program Director
Warren Berger said the real issue is
that many engineers had to rewrite
their analysis programs when the
CDBS was created in the relational
database format.
Still, Berger said, the Mass Media
Bureau made the decision to go with a
relational database so users could save
time and employ standard database
commands when analyzing the

Though requiring validations in
these sub- forms would eliminate the
problem, to fix the problem entirely in
this way would require a lot of work
and time, Berger said. Averstar is
working on more pressing enhancements, he said.
He believes the user also has the
responsibility of making sure that
applications are error- free as well.
Report errors
Bradshaw, too, said incorrect
records exist. He encourages users to
report any errors and said appropriate
changes are made within days.
But Mullaney said he has found
hundreds of errors in records and said
it would be difficult to e-mail the
division about the errors because of
the overwhelming number.
"There are still many bad records in
the database that have yet to have been
identified," said Doug Vernier,
president of V- Soft Communications,
which creates broadcast propagation
software.
Some users have also found that a
station is sometimes dropped from the
database because it has been
mislabeled an archived record instead
of acurrent document.
In some instances, they said, new
See DATABASE, page 7
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Electronic
Filing Troubles
Some Users
While some engineers criticize
the data- sharing ability of the
CDBS, electronic filing of the
FCC's Mass Media Bureau's forms
has received mixed reviews since
users were required to file electronically last October.
"Making electronic filings with
the FCC has become a full-time
job and requires detailed and
sophisticated knowledge, and in
many respects, use of CDBS is
impenetrable to the public in general," said Charles Naftalin, apartner at Holland and Knight LLP.
Naftalin said that, in his experience. the FCC has provided little
technical support to users who call
the CDBS help line.
"If auser calls a member of the
Mass Media Bureau directly with
questions, most senior members do
not know how to use the CDBS
online application system," he
said. "They understand the commission's mass media rules and
procedures fully, but not CDBS."
Jim Bradshaw, assistant division
chief for the FCC Audio Services
Division, said the division has
three people handling calls. He
believes many of the calls are part
of the natural learning curve associated with using a new system.
Users call the help line because
they are not sure about doing certain functions, he said; they are not
always reporting problems.
Also, much of the information
needed by users is contained in
the online user's guide, said
Bradshaw. He recommends users
print it and keep it by their computers for reference while submitting applications.
Other users, such as Jack
Mullaney, president of Mullaney
Engineering, have had few problems with the filing capability.
"In comparison with other databases like the Universal Licensing
System, ( CDBS) is 100- percent
better so far," said Carl Gluck, vice
president of technical research at
Salem Communications Corp.,
which operates approximately 70
stations. " I'm impressed with the
CDBS system."
Gluck said the company, which
has filed five applications so far
using CDBS, was accustomed to
the paperless format; it had been
using the PDF format internally
for ayear. He likes the way multiple users can view forms online
when filing multiple-party applications and the ability to see whether
applications
have
exhibits
attached.
Gluck understands why some
users have complaints.
"When change occurs, it's hard
to get used to," he said. " But once
we get used to CDBS, it'll be better and quicker."
— Naina Narayana

"It's virtually impossible to run a
program that corrects bad records," he
said. " They need to be researched
individually."
Besides the diagnostic program,
Bradshaw suggests that users report
errors so the division can fix the
records.

Database
Continued from page 6

entries have been entered incorrectly
or lack necessary information such as
the two- letter state abbreviation,
creating aproblem for those searching
records by state.
In April, Bradshaw said the division
created a diagnostic program to flag
some of these "bad" records, allowing
the division's staff to research each
record and fix it. In the coming
months, the division plans to expand
the program to search for several types
of errors.
In terms of fixing all the records,
according to Bradshaw, there is no
easy way to solve these problems.

Old vs. new
To help eliminate problems the
inaccurate records can cause when
doing engineering studies for their
clients, both Mullaney and Vernier have
kept copies of the old FCC database on
their companies' respective Web sites
to use as comparative records for the
applications and facilities on file before
December 1999, when the databases
were combined.
"We suggested to all of our software
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clients to run two studies, one with the
old database and another with the new
CDBS
database
and
look
for
discrepancies," Vernier said. "This has
avoided acomplete mess."
But Bradshaw warns users to
proceed carefully because the data
from the old database is now more
than ayear old.
"We have had people point to
omissions or faults with the new
database in comparison to the old
database," said Bradshaw. " Often
times, they're not right because the
station information changed."
The online user's guide for the CDBS
can be found on the
Web at
http://svartifoss.fcc.gov:8080/prod/cdbs/f
orms/prod/cdbs_ug.htm
The phone number for the CDBS Help
desk is (202) 4I8-2MMB (2662).
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How to Prep Now for IBOC Later Transition to
Bob Clinton
If the hopes and expectations of
iBiquity Digital Corp. come to pass,
engineers will be scrambling this time
next year to prepare their facilities for the
in-band, on-channel digital broadcasting
revolution.
Before we get to that point, a little
planning is in order.
Information for this article came primarily from presentation materials provided by Jeff Detweiler of iBiquity, at a
meeting of the Washington, chapter of
the Society of Broadcast Engineers.
Additional information came from
experience gained by participating in
DAB
tests
at
WHFS(FM)
in
Annapolis, Md., and related discussions with several transmitter manufacturers, including Nautel, QE! and
Harris. Pat Malley, iBiquity's primary
installer for the DAB test sites, gave
useful insights as well.
Many factors
Station engineers looking to prepare
their facilities for DAB should keep these
factors in mind:
•44.1 KHz sample rate should be the
plant standard;
•Air control rooms need to be able to
monitor "pre-delay" audio;
•UPS/power protection is required for
CPU equipment in the air chain;
•The air chain audio processor must be
moved to the transmitter;
•The STL may require an upgrade to
pass AES signal;
•Separate processing for digital and analog audio is required;
•The existing transmitter needs about 10
percent more output to compensate for
combiner insertion loss (0.46 dB);
•The transmitter site will consume more
power;
•The second transmitter may require
more floor space;
•Cooling and air handling loads are
increased significantly;
•Most AMs will have to upgrade STL to
stereo or AES;
•AMs will have to upgrade TX to solid
state; AMs will have to be flat to ±5kHz
bandwidth.
Digital broadcasting will introduce
some unexpected changes for some radio
stations.

At the studio, the biggest will be the
nearly 4.5- second delay between program origination and audio coming out
of the receiver.At present, the design
has 4.5 second DSP delay and 4.5 seconds of diversity delay. The diversity
delay will remain at 4.5 seconds; however DSP delay may be reduced in
commercial implementation. The standard analog portion of the radio signal
also is delayed; it will be time-aligned
to coincide with the digital audio.

The cost

in the sample rate standard. With DAT
tapes at 48 kHz and CDs at 44.1, and
standards in the digital audio processing
ranging from 32 to 48 kHz, the best you
can do is reduce the number of sample
rate changes before transmission.
The same goes for data reduction
schemes. Everyone will probably tire
of the familiar "cascading algorithms"
issue.
The transmitter site raises further
issues. There are two ways to prepare

for a station to implement

IBOC could range anywhere from
$27,000 to $ 235,000, depending
on the station's circumstances.

This means changes in air control
rooms, where most stations monitor
directly off air. This will also require a
second audio processing chain just for
the headphone feed for the DJs. No
self-respecting DJ enjoys listening to
himself or herself in unprocessed glory
off the Program Bus. At the transmitter,
the STL will feed an AES signal into
the 4.5- second delay, which will feed
AES 44.1 kHz into your analog audio
processing. ( Some early digital audio
processors will require an upgrade to
handle 44.1 kHz; analog processors
will require an AID conversion.)
The DAB signal will have its own
processor to optimize it for the datareduced signal. This represents a
change for most, because many STL
links have the processing at the studio,
and the processed composite signal is
sent off to the transmitter. Now, the
STL will send stereo AES into the processing.
DAB will be a44.1 kHz sample rate
signal. Besides pre-delay monitoring,
the prime digital studio consideration is

an FM site for DAB: low-level or highlevel combining. Before you discount
the low-level method, read on.
Consider asite that requires less than
10 kW. For various reasons, 10 kW rigs
are currently the upper limit for solidstate transmitters ( although higherpower models are in the works).
A 10 kW transmitter linearized for
IBOC will be able to deliver between
7,500 and 8,500 watts of the analog RF
signal, plus the digital signal. In the
case of a site with an analog TPO of
7,500 watts, the actual digital signal
requirement is only about 75 watts (20
dB down from carrier).
High/low
By comparison, in ahigh-level separate amplification approach, the same
transmitter site would require the original transmitter, a combiner, plus a linearized solid-state transmitter capable
of 3,000 watts peak. These are worstcase digital power figures.
The high-level combiner requires
some attention. It is a small device,

True Dual Domain A
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• True digital domain analyzer with - 140 dB residual noise
• Independent analog & digital audio generators and analyzers
• Generate and measure interface jitter
• Digital interface analyzer
• View AES/EBU status bits
• Loudspeaker monitor for
digital & analog signals
• Internal save and recall of 30 test setups
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preasion Audio Precision
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Beaverton, Oregon 97075-2209
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only about three feet long, and a little
bigger around than a 3- I/8- inch line
section, with two extra ports. The
design consideration was to optimize
the combiner such that the impact to
existing plants will be minimized. By
unbalancing the combiner, the final
design loses only 10 percent from the
analog signal, but 90 percent from the
digital signal. This will allow many stations to insert the combiner without
having to upgrade or purchase new for
their legacy facility.
Load considerations
With the introduction of the DAB
transmitter and combiner, there also
comes a dummy load to handle reject
power. Reject power from the combiner
is asum of the 10 percent lost from the
analog signal, plus 90 percent of the
digital signal.
In our example of 7,500 watts output,
750 watts will come from the analog
transmitter, and 675 watts (average) will
come from the digital transmitter. We
derive the 675 by taking 750 watts and
subtracting 75 watts forward power.
The reject load will have to handle
1,425 watts full time.
Naturally, we must deal with all the
extra heat. We now have twice the heat
load compared to a standard transmitter site. While acomputer room-quality cooling system is not necessary,
consideration should be given to
the transfer of heat out of the transmitter building.
See IBOC, page 20 0>
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Frequency Coordination in Salt Lake City
Ted Nahil
Mario Hieb is the RF coordinator for
the Salt Lake Organizing Committee, and
he has abig job ahead of him. He's coordinating all the frequency use in the Salt
Lake City area for the 2002 Winter
Olympics.
On agood day in Anytown, USA, frequency coordination is adaunting task.
Hieb's job is to ensure that when the anticipated 10,000 broadcasters from around
the world descend on the Utah city to cover the Winter Games, every RF need is
met without broadcasters interfering with
each other.
Local protection
The first consideration in the coordination is to protect local broadcast licensees.
This group includes broadcasters, but also
public safety, ham and private microwave
license holders.
The SLOC is working with the hostbroadcaster,
International
Sports
Broadcasting, formulating aplan that protects the local licensees and provides for
the needs of the world's broadcasters as
they cover events from the venues around
the Salt Lake City area.
The host-broadcaster has been in Salt
Lake City for three years and will handle
all the broadcast-related activities during
the Olympics. In addition, it will provide
generic video, background audio and commentary feeds to broadcasters from around

the world, generally tailored by country.
In the past, the host-broadcaster was
part of the Olympic Broadcasting
Organization. The 2002 games will mark
the first time that the OBO has contracted
this function as an outside service. ISB
also has the contract for the 2004 games in
Athens, Greece.

has its own rights-broadcaster. NBC is the
rights-broadcaster for the United States.
Other broadcasters who wish to cover
events take pool feeds from the OBO.
These non-rights broadcasters have limited access to credentials and events during the games.
Hieb's staff consists of himself and a

Mano Hieb and Lou Libin, From Left
Rights-broadcasters work directly with
the host-broadcaster. A rights-broadcaster
has paid afee for the rights to broadcast
Olympic events. Generally, each country

consultant, Lou Libin, president of
Broadcomm Inc. The FCC is involved in
the coordination effort, which is supported
by the Society of Broadcast Engineers and

the Utah Broadcasters Association.
Libin, formerly with NBC, has worked
previous Olympics and was frequency
coordinator for the 2000 Republican and
Democratic National Conventions.
Steps to take
The Salt Lake Organizing Committee
has issued guidelines for broadcasters who
will require frequency coordination. The
first step is to register at the Web site
www.slocfrequency.com. Certification for
equipment will begin on January 25, 2002;
any RF device will be checked for frequency, effective radiated power and harmonic
suppression.
All equipment entering any venue must
be certified. SLOC is encouraging broadcasters to register equipment that will be
used outside of avenue as well.
"We're seeing more wireless technology
than ever before, yet our pool of available
spectrum is shrinking," Hieb said. "This is
the first Olympics where the Internet has
been used for all aspects of frequency
coordination. Most of my communication
to clients is now with e-mail."
Hieb encourages broadcasters to take
advantage of the 132,000 miles of fiber
optic cable, installed by Qwest
Communications. That high-speed SONET
network will move video, audio and data
from broadcasting centers, called Tribunes,
at the venues to the centrally located
International Broadcast Center at the Salt
See

OLYMPICS, page 16
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Border Blasters Left Lasting Impression
Bill Ryan
I'm ta/kin' bout that outlaw X
It's cuttin' though the air...
Iheard it, Iheard it, Iheard it on the X
— "Heard It on the X!' by Gibbons,
Hill and Beard, and recorded by ZZ Top.
Hamstein Music Co./13MI
Anyone who spent much time with a
radio in the 1940s and ' 50s may have run
across one or more of the Mexican stations
that begged listeners to send money for
items ranging from cures for impotence to
religious relics.
These were the "border-blaster" stations
like XELO, XERF and XERB. Most were
located just across the Rio Grande from
Texas towns. Others were near the Arizona
and California borders, while some were in
interior Mexico. Many were developed by
renegade Americans who wanted to escape
the broadcasting regulations of the U.S.
government.
The stations, licensed by the Mexican
government, operated on clear channels,
which meant that no other station in the
U.S., Mexico or Canada could broadcast
on that frequency. Many of the "X" stations were on the lower frequencies like
780 kilocycles (pre-kilohertz) or 860 kc.

"They built the stations just across the
border, in Mexican territory, and worked
out special licensing arrangements with
the broadcasting authorities in Mexico
City, whom they found to be much more
agreeable than the stuffed shirts at the
Federal Radio Commission!' wrote Gene
Fowler and Bill Crawford in " Border
Radio," a 1987 book published by Texas
Monthly Press.
"The sky wave, or ozone skip effect,
enabled the signals of these super-power
stations to travel incredible distances.
Thus, over the years, border radio developed an international reputation, and the
sounds of the big X stations became familiar to listeners in Ulysses, Kansas, as well
as Uppsala, Sweden."
Half a million watts
Although the most powerful American
AM stations were limited to 50,000 watts,
the border stations could run at twice that
power, or even up to 500,000 watts.
One can only imagine the folklore that
originated with nearby citizens picking up
astation 24 hours aday in tooth fillings
and bedsprings and the kitchen stove.
A major user of the "X" stations was
Dr. J.R. Brinkley, aphysician who ran
afoul of the law in his native Kansas by
promoting his special cure for impotence.
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Dr. Brinkley's XERA broadcasts pleaded
with men whose vitality was lagging to
travel to Del Rio, where he or one of his
assistants would implant the sexual glands
of agoat into the sufferer's body.
Brinkley found huge success by boasting that his goat-gland operation "made
men who were living like geldings into
active stallions."
Another big advertiser was Dallas insurance baron Carr Collins. His Crazy Water
Crystals helped build the economy of
Mineral Wells, Texas, through intense
advertising on XEAW. The " Make You
Feel Better" crystals were actually apowerful laxative.
Harry M. Hoxsey pushed acure for cancer that he said has been developed by his
great grandfather. He begged cancer victims to visit one of his clinics for surefire
relief.
There was aplethora of religion on the
stations, with constant pleas from preachers to send money for special favors from
God. They offered trinkets ranging from
prayer shawls to the famous figure of Jesus
that glowed in the dark. This could be
obtained by mailing acheck or money
order to apost office box in Clint, Texas,
the drop for XELO.
There were fortunetellers who claimed
they could see into your future and would
do so on the air in return for your mailing
adollar.
On the entertainment side, the hugely
successful stations were arefuge for country singers and bands.
Cowboy sing Slim Whitman cheerfully
acknowledged that he became famous on
the Mexican stations. Others who benefited include Patsy Montana, the Carter
Family, Hank Snow and Ernest Tubb.
There was no need for the speakers and
performers to travel to Mexico to be heard.
Recording studios in Dallas and other
cities prospered by cutting half-hour disks
for anyone who had bought time on the
"X" stations. The result was thousands of
money-bearing letters each week.
The border blasters, according to
Fowler and Crawford, "were among the
first to experiment with the programming
creation that was to save radio in the television age: the disc jockey. The smooth voices introduced Webb Pierce, Lefty Frizell,
Johnny Cash and dozens of other country
performers to national audiences in the
'50s and early ' 60s."
Mexican Wolf
Wolfman Jack developed his shtick in
the early 1960s while working as arock
'n' roll DJ at 250,000 watt XERF. His
howl and banter led to greater fame when
he was hired by Hollywood and later New
York stations.
Fowler and Crawford list the major stations as XED and XEAW in Reynosa,
across the Rio Grande from McAllen,
Texas; XENT and XEXO in Nueva
Laredo, adjacent to Laredo, Texas; XEPN
and XELO in Piedras Negras, across from
Eagle Pass, Texas; XER, XERA and
XERF in Ciudad Acuna, abridge hop from
Del Rio, Texas.
XELO was also located at Ciudad
Juarez, within sight of El Paso. Others
were at Nogales, in the Mexican state of
Sonora, within spitting distance of
Nogales, Ariz., and at Rosarita Beach, near
Tijuana and San Diego, Calif.
Although built by Americans, the studio
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equipment and the huge transmitters tended to be maintained by Mexican engineers.
Fowler and Crawford say, "The superpowered border stations were broadcasting
laboratories where some of the most talented engineers in North America ... experimented with high-powered, long-range
broadcasts."
For example, the late Jim Weldon, an
engineer who designed many of the superpower transmitters, became an expert in
the field of radio wave propagation and
characteristics. He helped found
Continental Electronics Inc. in Dallas and
designed the original Voice of America
transmitters. Weldon was called on to raise
the power of XER. His transmitter additions upped it from 50 kw to 250 kw in
1935 and up to 500 kw in 1938, according
to Continental's Connie Hartin.
American broadcasters and the FCC
had complained for years that the Mexican
stations, all on AM frequencies between
550 and 1600 kc, were drowning out U.S.
stations. Agreements between the countries
on frequency allocations were approved
and signed as early as 1941, but the broadcasts from south of the border continued.
"A new agreement was signed in 1957
and ratified in 1961, with one U.S. negotiator warning the Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations that without such an
agreement, 'chaotic interference would be
bound to result as aradio wave does not
respect international boundaries, — Fowler
and Crawford report.
"President Richard Nixon supported the
ratification of afurther agreement in 1969,
assuring the wary Senate that the agreement was 'generally satisfactory to broadcasting interests in the U.S."
Crippling blow
Eventually, in 1986, aNorth American
Regional Broadcasting Agreement dramatically altered the clear-channel allocations
and "dealt acrippling blow to the power of
the other country's clear-channel frequencies for low- powered stations in the
evening. That meant that the signals of the
border stations would be drowned out in
many communities by local broadcasts,
effectively putting an end to the era of
high-powered, far-ranging radio!'
Despite screams of fury from the station
owners and the advertisers, the U.S. and
Mexican governments held firm. The stations were forced to drop to 50,000 watts
or below, meaning their messages could no
longer be heard over such a vast area.
Many, like the Tijuana stations, switched to
new formats or to Spanish and gained new
audiences.
"The broadcasters who moved to the
border frontier helped to define the
American broadcasting industry by proving the effectiveness of broadcasting
advertising. While network officials
decried the hucksterism on border radio
and took public actions to promote
broadcast standards, they realized what
the border radio operators knew all along
— that nothing makes money like ahard
sell," Fowler and Crawford said in summing it up.
But those of us who remember the border blasters see them as pure audio nostalgia, reflecting the programs and the commercial pitches of that golden time. And
we wish now we had ordered on of those
glowing statues of Jesus.
Bill Ryan is a retired journalist who
spent 17 years with United Press
International. He also was a college
teacher and administrator He cites radio
history as "one of his great loves." Reach
him at wryan1807@aol.com
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Encore!
The Telos Zephyr is one tough act to follow.
It revolutionized point-to-point audio by combining
ISDN with MPEG coding, and quickly became the
#1 selling codec worldwide — perhaps tie most
sLccessful digital broadcast product ever. So what
will we do for an encore?
Presenting Zephyr Xstream, with innovations like
AAC ( Advanced Audio Coding) for superior fidelity,
a special low- delay mode, and an Ethernet port for
IF' audio streaming, remote control and easy
software updates. There's also a rugged portable
version with full- featured digital mixing.
And of course Zephyr Xstream includes everything
else you'd expect from a Zephyr, like Layer- II and
Layer- III coding, ISDN connectivity, a simple,
friendly user interface, and bulletproof reliability.
Zephyr Xstream. Sometimes the sequel is even
better than the original.
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"When faced with moving seven major radio stations
into one consolidated facility, we suddenly realized
the limitations of using a conventional analog approach,"
says Jan Chadwell, AM Chief Engineer, Clear Channel
Denver. " KLOTZ provided the solution with their digital
consoles and VADIS platform. We were able to
consolidate the majority of the sources and destinations
in one large master rack room.'
"KLOTZ allowed us to achieve in eight months what
would have taken us two years had we gone
analog. Performance has been beyond anything we could have anticipated. The flexibility,
ease of use, low maintenance, and great factory
support have reinforced our decision. Thank you KLOTZ!"
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Olympics
Continued from page 10

Palace in Salt Lake City.
"Use ISDN, T1 or fiber wherever
possible, and get your order in now,"
Hieb said. " Work with your network
and Salt Lake network affiliate and
form pools where possible."
The FCC has authorized SLOC as
the sole frequency coordination arm
for the Olympics. In addition, Part
74.24 of the FCC Rules and
Regulations will be suspended during
the event. Part 74.24 authorizes unlicensed use of Part 74 spectrum for up
to 720 hours.
"You can't just show up with an
RPU and start broadcasting." said

Hieb. The FCC plans to perform thorough frequency sweeps during the
Olympics, looking for
violators of the coordination rules, he said.
Coordination efforts
will encompass equipment ranging from
wireless mics to RF
cameras to IFS ( interruptible foldback) and PL
(private
line) transmitters to
32
MHz
microwave
links for HDTV. SLOC is
urging broadcasters to
know what equipment they
plan to use and apply for the

1141

spectrum now.
One advantage to the Salt
Lake City area is that
many of the venues are
hidden behind mountains.
"This is allowing us to
plan considerable frequency re-use throughout the
events," said Hieb.
In addition to planning
for their frequency use,
broadcasters should
make lodging arrangements now.
Rooms are
already at a
premium.
Hieb is hoping that broadcasters will exhibit an "attitude of cooperation."

SALT LAKE 2002

"Frequency coordination is more
work, but it protects you, too," he said.
SLOC is planning every detail,
preparing operational plans and project
timelines to ensure that broadcasters
will be able to do their jobs. In addition, for the duration of the games,
there will be a24- hour help desk available to assist broadcasters.
Submission deadlines for rightsholding broadcasters have already
passed. Applications for non- rightsholding broadcasters should be submitted by July 1. Certification of equipment will begin on Jan. 25, 2002.

This is

the first

Olympics where
the Internet has
been used for all
aspects of frequency
coordination.
— Mario Hieb

The 2002 Winter Games begin on
Feb. 8, 2002, and run through Feb. 24.
The Eighth Paralympic Winter Games
will run March 7-22, 2002. They provide athletes with disabilities the
opportunity to compete at an international level.
For further information, visit the
SLOC
Web
site
www.sloc
frequency.com to register for frequency
use, or www.saltlake2002.com for general information on the Olympics,
event schedules and venue locations.
Reach Mario Hieb via e-mail to at
Mario.hieb@saltlake2002.com
Ted Nahil, CSRE and MCSE, is an
experienced radio engineer and RW
contributor. He works for Harris
Intraplex.

Olympian Numbers
These are the first Olympic
Games to distribute real-time television coverage of all competitions.
Some other statistics of note:
3billion television viewers
expected worldwide
$443 million in revenue from
domestic broadcast rights

Your On-line auction
site for used broadcast
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and video equipment.
Log on today for great
deals on great used gear!
WWW.
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from 80 countries
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1,150 printers
20 million pages of printed
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to the Opening Ceremonies
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Nicknacks for Your Toolkit
John Bisset

* * *

Every once in a while, peruse those
non-broadcast catalogs and you'll come
up with a "find."
Ed Bukont of TESSCO shares just
such aproduct from the Markertek Video
Supply catalog.
The Niles RFS-1 is avoltage-activated
A- B switch. The RFS-1 accommodates
two RF inputs and provides asingle RF
output. Using asmall RF relay, the default
mode passes input "A" to the output.

Compact test equipment is handy, and
Figure 2shows Neutrik's solution.
The Minirator MR- 1and Minilyzer
ML- 1 should find a place in everyone's tool kit. Brian Edwards, engineering manager for New World Radio
in Washington, has added them to his
tool bag.
The Minirator generates a variety of
tones: sine, square, even pink noise. The
Minilyzer ( shown) measures the standard audio performance specs such as
distortion and noise, but also displays
audio spectrum, so the system can be
used for acoustical work.
The MR- 1and ML- 1are available
from your favorite broadcast supplier.

erence in mind.
Jeff Twilley's Delmarva Broadcasting
studio rebuild project is now complete.
Jeff chose to break up the mike wiring,
so that his OC. White stands are wired
with apigtail. The pigtailed XLR plugs

into the jacks mounted on the side of
the turret.
Figure 3 shows the finished work.
Note that Jeff uses a larger diameter
shrink tubing, secured with awire tie, to
prevent abrasion of the wires by equipment being slid into the rack.
By standardizing this method in all
studios, if a microphone dies, the

* * *
Everyone does microphone cables
differently, but some of the differences
have more than just an engineer's pref-

Fig. 3: Mic connectors can be mounted in a turret.
stand/mic/cable assembly is quickly
moved from one studio to another. It's
plug and play! If you've ever had ajock
cross-thread amic onto astand — trying to make the switch in your absence
— you'll understand the importance of
this simplicity.

Fig. 1: An Inexpensive Monitor Switch
Initially designed to switch between
cable TV and a video game, the switch
finds its way into the studio to free up
monitor space. You can route two video
sources into the switch, and save on the
space for asecond monitor.
Ed let me open up the RFA-1and I
was impressed. See Figure 1, and you
will be, too. A high-quality PC board
holds the components, and the design
offers greater than 60 dB of isolation
from 50 to 550 MHz. In/Out connections
are made using an "f' connector. The
relay uses 12 VDC for switching , and a
control output connector is provided so
multiple RFA-1s can be daisy-chained.
Contact the company at ( 800) 5222025 or www.markertek.com

* * *

Fig. 2: Neutrik makes handy audio generators and analyzers.

Snce 1982, Henry Engineering's
"blue boxes" have been
solving your problems!
• Audio Interface
• Audio Mixing
• Audio Distribution

1aL

• Telephone Information"L in
• Digital Audio Storage
• Cordrol Interface
Over 60,000 units in use worldwide.
How can we help you?

Blueboxes, Inc

www.henryeng.com
Tel: 626.355.3656
Fax: 626.355.0077

John Stortz is the DOE for Moody's
Central Florida broadcasting stations. He
had been having some problems with his
CCA transmitter's plate breaker tripping
off. It was becoming frustrating, because
it required someone to drive to the tower
site and flip the breaker.
Finally, John decided to test the
breaker and check its current-carrying
See WORKBENCH, page 20
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IBOC
Continued from page 8

Solid-state FM transmitters are susceptible to heat rise considerations.
Most of the new equipment is CPUbased, and excessive heat buildup will
only shorten the life of your investment. Check equipment manufacturer's
specifications for recommendations.
Power considerations include providing for an extra 500 watts of DAB
equipment at 120 VAC, any extra cooling required, and the transmitter.
Single-phase and three-phase transmitters are available. Check for breaker
panel space and get breaker sizing
based on manufacturer's recommendations. A typical three-phase 10 kW solid-state transmitter will require a
breaker in the 60 to 70 Amp range. Do
not ignore main breaker capacity and
service entrance capacity.
Some transmitter sites already have
uninterruptible power supplies because
of the newer STL equipment, and digital exciters and processors. They may
need to be upgraded or supplemented
to handle more equipment.
The rack of digital equipment will
consume less than 500 watts unless you
get a solid-state transmitter that
requires alinear amplifier in front of it.
The drive even from a low-level combined RF signal is under 1watt. The
digital RF signal is on the order of 1
milliwatt.
If you have a backup generator,
check to see if it can handle both transmitters at the same time. If not, you
will have the choice of upgrading the
generator, or running without one
transmitter in case of power outages.
Space considerations
The typical transmitter dimensions
range from 24 to 32 inches wide, and
anywhere from 24 to 50 inches deep,
depending on manufacturer. Some
transmitters require an external bandpass filter, which typically can be hung
or left on the floor. An extra equipment
rack may be needed for the DAB
exciter, audio processing, remote control and UPS.
There is also the reject load. Figure
on about one cubic yard ( 3 x3x3feet)
to account for needed free space around
the load. These can be hung from the
rafters as well. A single-phase transmitter may require more floor space ( extra
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cabinetry). And don't forget room to
swing transmitter doors.
Wiring considerations include interlocks from coax switches, combiner
and reject/dummy loads. The additional
remote control channels can be bare
bones ( three control, four metering,
three status), up to extravagant.
Thankfully, the typical FM antenna
handles the digital signal as well as the
analog signal, so the antenna is not
going to be a concern. FM conversion
costs range from $48,000 to $ 235,000
for digital equipment purchases and
other upgrades. If you already have a
solid-state transmitter, check with the
manufacturer to see if an upgrade kit
will be available. Naturally, these are
ballpark numbers, and each site will
have to be surveyed for current capacity and needs.
The AM transmitter story is some-

Workbench
Contmued from page 19

trip points. The breaker is a 175A,
three-phase.
At the transmitter building, John's got
an old high- voltage power transformer,
which was in a 20 kW transmitter —
before one of the secondaries shorted.
When he had the time, John had been
cutting the windings off for scrap. His
assistant, Don Jeerings, advised him to
keep the primaries and the iron core. The
suggestion proved invaluable in testing
the errant plate breaker.
They wound acar jumper cable three
times around one of the primaries to
make a high-current/low-voltage transformer. The secondary car jumper cable
was then connected to each side of one
of the circuit breaker sections at atime.
To adjust the current, the 120VAC was
supplied through a 50A Variac. This
made a variable, high- current power
supply, that would supply well over
300A, the maximum John's clamp- on
ammeter would read.
Testing the breaker, the engineers
found that the center breaker section
would not hold as well as the outer
two. The outer breaker sections would
hold 200A for about 25 seconds. The
center section would not even hold
180A for 10 seconds.
The breaker was replaced, and the
problem has not recurred. When you price
new breakers, you will see that this extra
investigative work was worth the time.

what less dramatic. Many AM stations
already have solid-state transmitters;
and with the possible exception of very
early PDM models, many solid-state
transmitters can be upgraded with arelatively low-cost modification. The
four- phase and higher designs will handle the DAB signal best. AM costs
ranged from $ 27,000 to $ 185,000
depending largely on how much work
has already been done to the site for
such things as AM stereo, broadbanding and pattern optimization. The STL
will have to be upgraded for most stations, again with the goal being to get
an unprocessed stereo AES signal into
the transmitter site.
This is an exciting time in the history of broadcasting. A generation of
equipment is coming which will give
rise to many late- night stories over the
workbench that start out something

like, " Iremember when transmitters
ran non-linear, and had little ' fire-bottles' all through them ..."
For the past 10 years, we have witnessed the development of several variations on the digital broadcasting
theme. It was a sad but necessary step
to watch various parts of the world take
the digital plunge, only to realize that
some facet of the system was not yet
ready for the masses.
IBOC has always held out the
promise, and now appears to be ready
for implementation. It is stirring excitement even in Canada and Europe, with
its promise of low cost receivers and a
relatively "soft" conversion.
Bob Clinton is chief engineer of
WARW(FM), Rockville, Md.
RW welcomes opinions from readers
and manufacturers about the implementation of IBOC.

* **

your efforts.
Review the proposed lease, and
remember: if it's not in writing, there
is no guarantee it will be done.
This includes providing an equipment
rack and not performing a haywire
cabling job!
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for more
than M years. He is a district wiles

Figure 4 shows what you can expect
when your GM rents out the transmitter
site, without consulting you!
In this case, there were no provisions
for the tenant to supply a rack, or use
good engineering practice in running
wire and coax. That's part of the coax
run, coiled up by the ladder!

•

Fig. 4: This rat's nest of wiring is courtesy of the tenant.
Don't know what will happen when
the tube box is needed! Of course, all
the manager saw was that $500 amonth
payment. If your manager is seeking
tower rental revenue, that's great. If you,
as his engineer, are managing the site,
make sure you get a commission for

manager for Harris Corp. Reach him at
(703)323-8011.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and (male for SBE recertification credit. Fax your submission to
(703) 323-8044, or send e-mail to
jbisset@harris.com
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is probably not her ride.
It's the same \ vith processing:

Some people should stick with the
conservative stuff. Give them
something too fast and they just
won't know what to do with it.
Frankly, the new Omnia-6 is
probably not for them.

It's just too

potent, too flexible.
On the other hand, maybe you arc
the sort who can run a fast machine.
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North America: + 1.216.241.7225
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Can Country Keep Its Expatriates?
Ken R.
Teenage songwriter Jessica Andrews
recently scored a top- five country hit
with "Who IAm," a song about her
search for identity. In a larger sense,
the country format is going through
the same process.
Recently Ed Shane, chief executive
officer of Shane Media, presented his
"National Country Study" at the
Country Radio Seminar 2001.
Even though there are more country
stations than any other format in the
United States, according to the BIA
Financial Network, all is not well in
Nashville, Tenn.
"One surprising fact we learned was
that the format lost about half of its
most loyal listeners over the last five
years," said Shane. "They haven't necessarily moved away entirely, but
they've added other elements to the
mix."
Shane Media has coined the term
"expatriates" to describe these fallen
fans who are now sampling more classic rock and mainstream adult-oriented
rock music.
"They're still visiting the store, but
they just aren't buying as much," said
Shane.
Why the defections?
ICs no secret that in an effort to
broaden the appeal of its artists, the
country music industry has gone for
less twang and more pop.
"The biggest problem with the format is that it's now possible to turn on
a country station and listen for 15 to
30 minutes and not hear anything
clearly country," said Steve Warren,
president
of
Warren
Country
Consultants. The company is based in
San Marcos, Texas.
"There's nothing wrong with
crossovers, but they may be unsatisfy-

ing to the main country fans."
Warren said that once Warner Bros.
has a huge phenomenon like Faith
Hill, whose music is also played on
adult contemporary formats, all the
other labels want to copy that model.
"Country has always been an ethnic
format that hits home with the blue
collar, white, working-class folks,"
said Warren. "The music needs a little
rawness, a lack of sophistication and
an edge for people to embrace it fully."

radio station and more."
Smith believes that if the country
format loses its variety, it will become
a niche format with no standing in
mainstream America.
Nothing new
"This argument is the same one I
had with program directors 20 years
ago and the same argument I'll be having in another 20 years," said Smith.
In the churning world of radio air

Ed Shane
programmers are waiting for these
kids to grow up and fill out a diary,
they'll have along wait."
Manders believes that although
more country music is recorded in
places as diverse as Los Angeles and
Austin, Texas, Nashville is still the
heart of the format.
"I don't think you'll see the traditional stars leaving Music City," said
Manders. " But the oïder artists are
smart enough to include some of the
non- Nashville acts in their live
shows."

The Dixie Chicks pose backstage with American Country Countdown' Host
Bob Kingsley at the end of the Chicks' Fly" Tour n December 2000.
L. J. Smith is director of consulting
for Seattle- based Broadcast Programming. He has a different take on the
twang/pop controversy.
"Country music can't be too ' country' or too ' pop,' because country has
been the only format that produces its
own variety," said Smith. "When ' pop'
listeners want variety, they have to go
to the adult contemporary station, the
rhythmic station, the contemporary hit

talent, Bill Manders bucks the trend.
He has played country music on
Cumulus' stations WKKO(FM)/
WTOD(AM) in Toledo for 32 years and
he has seen the trends come and go.
"The ( record) labels are beginning
to realize that they need to get back to
that traditional feeling because the
music has gone too ' pop, — said
Manders. "The new sound appeals to
only avery young audience, and if the

"80s popular
The National Country Study cited
several other reasons listeners are
leaving the format.
"Many claimed that radio is just not
as much fun as it used to be, or that
the music doesn't play well in the
workplace," said Shane. The survey
also shows that amajority of "expatriates" might be attracted back to country radio if more music from the late
'80s were played.
Smith believes that the on- air presentation is important to keeping the
See COUNTRY, page 26
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A Decent Guide to Indecency Rules
Barry D. Umansky
Just days into Chairman Michael
Powell's administration at the Federal
Communications Commission, the
agency released a Policy Statement to
"provide guidance" to broadcasters on
compliance with the FCC's rules and
policies interpreting the broadcast
indecency statute.
The document explains the congressional law on broadcast indecency,
describes the judicial hurdles the commission has experienced in establishing its regulatory system for indecent
speech, lays out the FCC's enforcement processes and also offers examples of the situations where the FCC
has — and has not — imposed forfeitures or other sanctions where it was
asked to rule on matters of alleged
indecent speech over the broadcast airwaves.
Interpretation
While some might view the
issuance of the Policy Statement as an
indication that the commission might
be poised to become more strict in its
interpretation and enforcement of the
indecency law, that isn't necessarily
the case.
In fact, one commissioner, Gloria

Tristani, who has been critical of the
commission for what she believes is
lax enforcement of the indecency law,
actually dissented to the issuance of
the policy statement.
Among other things, she believes
that the Policy Statement may give
broadcasters the impression that there
are " false safe harbors" for indecent
speech and that the document might
actually serve as a "how-to" guide for
broadcasters who may want to push the
envelope on indecent programming.

of the obscenity/indecency laws.
Obviously, knowledge of and compliance with the law and FCC regulations is critical for stations. The bad
news is that there is no easy- to- locate
"bright line" between speech that is and
isn't indecent in the broadcast arena.
Definition
Former Supreme Court Justice
Potter Stewart once said he couldn't
define obscenity but that " Iknow it
when Isee it." To a degree, the same

Tristani believes the statement
might actually serve as a "how-to" guide for
broadcasters who want to push the envelope
on indecent programming.

So, what's at stake here for broadcasters? Well, a lot. The federal law
gives the FCC the power to warn
broadcasters, to fine stations and even
to revoke station licenses for violation

FUTURE PROOF

thing is to be said about the indecency portion of the statute and compliance with FCC indecency rules and
case law.
Both obscenity and indecency have
their " definitions." But the process
used to determine whether broadcast
speech is indecent is subjective. The
determination is based on what was
said, when it was said and the context
in which the speech was made.
The federal law that we're talking
about bans the broadcast of "obscene
or indecent programming." Defining
obscene speech traditionally takes the
form of athree-part test.
First, does the average person,
applying contemporary community
standards, find that the material, taken
as a whole, appeals to the prurient

interest?
If the answer is yes, we ask whether
the material depicts or describes, in a
patently offensive way, sexual conduct. If yes again, the final question is
whether the material, taken as a
whole, lacks serious literary, artistic,
political or scientific value.
Only when all three questions are
answered in the affirmative do we
have obscene speech.
Unlike "obscenity," which always is
banned, speech that is only " indecent"
is " protected" under the U.S.
Constitution. Such speech may not be
banned in its entirety. But it may be
"regulated," such as by imposing the
condition that it be "channeled" to late
night hours.
So, as discussed below, there are
hours in the broadcast day when astation may air indecent speech and not
fear FCC sanction.
Significant sanctions
However, even where indecent programming is aired in time periods
where the station is immune to fines or
other FCC troubles, the station may
face another significant sanction —
the loss of audience — should the
broadcaster's programming choices
offend an audience with so many other
listening options.
The FCC's definition of indecent
speech, as well as the acceptable parameters for FCC enforcement, have
been the subjects of several major
court appeals.
The current and rather clinical FCC
definition of indecency is " language or
material that, in context, depicts or
describes, in terms patently offensive
as measured by contemporary community standards for the broadcast medium, sexual or excretory activities or
organs."
The court decisions also focused on
how the agency's government interest
in regulating indecency resulted in
"narrowly tailored" restrictions on constitutionally protected though indecent
See UMANSKY, page 31
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Country
be Continued from page 23

listeners happy and loyal to a country
music station.
"In markets where there are two
country stations, there's very little you
can do to differentiate between them
musically," said Smith. "There's not
enough fragmentation or ` niching' at
this point."
Something's missing
Shane agreed by saying that many
stations play the right songs, but the
non-music elements are just not compelling enough to keep the listeners.
RMG Records is a new label that
boasts artists such as Don Williams,

'Country Coast-to-Coast' ABC Radio Networks 24-hour, top-40 country format
recently congratulated affiliate VVALS(FM) of Peru, ill., at the Country Radio
Broadcasters' Country Radio Seminar in Nashville, Tenn. WALS won the First
Place Promotion Award for small-market stations. From left are WALS"Cowboy,'
'Country Coast-to-Coast' host Mark Edwards and VVALS' Rich Bowden.

May 23, 2001

whose career goes back to the late
1960s.
"People need to pay attention to the
smaller labels," said Cheryl Dellamedaglia, assistant to label President
George Collier.
"They're the ones putting out the
more-traditional music with good solid
lyrics that aren't so bubblegum."
Dellamedaglia said many stations
automatically play new records by
whoever is popular at the moment
without really listening to the songs
themselves.
"There are a lot of great artists out
there, so stations should check them
out," said Dellamedaglia.
Warren echoes those sentiments and
advises programmers that there is
"some fine music that may really get a
response coming out of the smaller
labels. And if you get response, stay
with the record in spite of lack of
chart action."

Our address has changed

...our commitment
is the same
Big John Howell
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We are committed to ushering in

paying off year after year.

the Twenty- First Century with a
range of technically innovative

Visit us at

products designed to anticipate

www.crownbroadcast.com

Crown FMX Series Transmitter models
include the FMX 3C, FMX 100, FMX 250,
and FMX 500. DStv1structure and the
RSM option can also be retrofitted to
current Crown transmitter models.

Warren also suggested that music
directors be more daring.
• "Use the surveys, but use your guts,
too," said Warren. "Otherwise, if you
don't love the music, why are you in
the business?"
Secrets of country's top dog
WUSN(FM) in Chicago is the topbilling country station in the United
States. The Infinity property billed in
excess of $ 34 million last year,
according to BIAfn. Stephen D.
Ennen, WUSN's general manager,

The music

needs

a little rawness, a lack
of sophistication and
an edge for people to
embrace it fully.

— Steve Warren

crown
oadr Crown Broadcast
25166 Leer Drive
Elkhart, IN 46514-5425
219-262-8900
A division ol
International Radio & Electronics Corp.

claims that its success is due to the
fact that " US- 99" plays " Today's
Country" and ablend of past hits.
"We have an hourly feature called
'Latest and Greatest' where we contrast anew artist like Keith Urban and
mix it with something from the last 10
See COUNTRY, page 27
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Country
Continued from page 26

to 15 years," said Ennen. "We also air
a nationally syndicated live- request
program on Saturday evenings called
'Country Gold' which Westwood One
syndicates. Big John Howell, our
morning man, is host."
When it comes to the twang- vs.- pop
controversy, Ennen believes the music
speaks for itself.
"The roots of country are not in the
sound, but they're all about the song-

writer who has a story to tell of real
human experience and emotions," said
Ennen. "That's what makes it relatable
to the listener."
Does Ennen believe that Nashville
is still the epicenter of those songs?
"Nashville is acommunity of music
makers, and Ithink Nashville today
has some of the best contemporary
artists recording and performing music
in any format."

er gets on the air. Why don't the nonsuperstar artists get much exposure?
"There's only a few big record
labels and they can push crap up the
charts if they want to," said Warren.
"These songs may not be selling or
getting requests, but they're played
because the major labels are pushing
them."
Warren cited recent albums by such
traditional artists as Merle Haggard
and Waylon Jennings that are not getting big promotional efforts.
"These singers are doing some of
their best work and appeal to the older
demographics," said Warren. " But

Limited playlists
Many programmers agree that there
is much worthwhile music available to
the format, hut for some reason it nev-

younger people are hearing them and
enjoying them for the first time."
Warren said that the promotion reps
from the labels are under tremendous
pressure to get platinum hits, " and
some of these guys are very frustrated
because of the songs they are forced to
promote."
its in the mix
"Many stations have fallen for the
'we have to have pop' concept," said
Shane. " But if you're only playing
Faith Hill and artists like that, you end
up with an adult contemporary station.

Pis

EXPATRIATES

How's Country music today?

Country

40.5%

BETTER

AOR/Classic Rock

39.5

48.3%

AC/Soft AC

29.1

29.1%

CHR

18.8

SAME

Oldies

13.9

Public Radio

10.0
Saline: Shane Media

e
Country Fans Speak: Why do you feel the
music's better?

Rate the Music ( 1— 9 scale)
6.1
,6.9
5.6
5.1

6.3

Men

ip Women

,6.5
.5.6

Country

5.
8
5.
4

e
> NETIA inc
West Caldwel Business Park
I
95-2A Fairfield Ave West
Caldwel NJ 07006 USA
Tel + I973 364 7511
Fax + 1973 364 7522

www.netia.net

Shane Media

70s

u Total
•

6.0

8Qs Country

Key words:

Not twangy, not old-fashioned

46.6%

Like the new singers

10.9

Up beat ( positive)

i0.2

Good songs, better music

8.6

Variety

8.6

N = 128

Sonne. Shane Media

'5.2

Country

22.6%
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Straight

NOT AS GOOD

Source: Shane Media

What do they Cume?

Country Pop

See COUNTRY, page 32
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All-Time Favorite
Shure SM7 Microphone
An all-time favorite, the Shure SM7B dynamic cardioid
microphone is known for its warm sound and unpronounced
proximity effect. Features: classic cardioid polar pattern, uniform
with frequency and symmetrical about axis, to prpvide ma Kimum rejection
and minimum coloration of off- axis sound; flat, w de- range frequency
response for exceptionally clean and natural reproduction of both music and

Top
Seller

speech; bass rolloff and mid- range emphasis ( presence boost) controls with graphic
display of response setting; improved rejection o: electromagnetic hum, optimized for

The Won
Source for PJ
Audio Pr(

shielding against broadband interference emitted by computer monitors; internal " air
suspension" shock isolation virtually eliminates me:hanical noise transmission.
The SM7B now ships with the original windscreen plus alarger wi idscreen similar to
the classic SM5B windscreen.
SM7B Mfr. List $ 595.68

ONLY $ 299.00

Order ft
ONLINE

MIME ®

View over 1,0001
with your creditl

For approved net 3
CALL FOR PRICE
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CALL FOR PRICE

order tracking

Save on UHF

and much more.

Portable Systems
Designed for professional broadcasters, the UP4 portable
crystal-clear audio and rugged dependability. Features:
engineered to shut out RF interference and deliver aclear,

Fabulous Wireless
Microphone Package

steady signal; frequency agile - provides over 100 selectable

Shure UC UHF systems are frequency agile, which

UHF channels; Intermediate Frequency filtering - selects the

allows you to quickly and easily change frequencies

desired signal; phase locked loop circuitry ensures steady

to avoid interference. Choose from 99 selectable

signal; tone key circuitry; noise squelch circuitry,

frequencies.This handheld package includes both

microprocessor- controlled predictive diversity; 10 hours

transmitter and receiver.The 1/2- rack space UC4

operation on asingle 9V battery; frequency range 692-862

receiver features diversity technology for mproved

MHz; operating range 500 ft. under typical conditions.

reception.The handheld transmitter offers 53 mW

UP1493 combines the UP4 camera mount receiver with U1

squelch control; 2- band adjustable EQ; use up to 16

mic element.

systems simultaneously; more.

UP2458 combines the UP4 camera mount receiver with U2

UP1493 UHF lavalier camera mount system

UP2458 UHF handheld camera mount system

Visit
WW1N

power and aSM58 mic capsule. Features: adjustable

body- pack transmitter and WL93 omnidirectional lavalier

handheld transmitter and 5M58 microphone capsule.

offers easy ordering, pr
product availability,

••••111,.

UHF wireless receiver provides the perfect combination of

the BSWONLINE secti

UC24/58
UHF handheld wireless mic system
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Mfr. List $ 1,417.80
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SIX FREE MODULES
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--- --.AUDIOARTS

ENGINEERING

Audioarts R60 On-Air Consoles Set the
Standard for Reliability and Performance

ing,

These Audioarts consoles offer totally modular design with features and durability suitable for continuou; on air use.Illumirated switchei, smooth glide faders and apowerful monitor section make them enjoyable to operate.
Features:

two inputs per channel; any combira:ion of mic or line inputs; Program, Audition and Mono buses;

studio contror with TalkBacic; remote module ccntrol of On/Off, Cough and TalkBack; On/Off machine contro on
each channel; automatic control room and studio monitoring; event timer; built-in headphone amp, cue amp and
speaker; LS- 60 six- source line selector module.The R6012 is a12- channel mainframe loaded with 12 channels.The
R60128 is loaded with 8channels. R6018 is an 1Bchannel mainframe loaded with 18 channels.The R601812 is
loaded with 12 channels. Right now, through _
line 15, 2001, select an additional free module of your choice.
Choose from: SP60 Simple Phone; IN60 Input; SC60 Studio Control; 0M60 Output; Control Room; and LS60
Preselector.

rWeb Site Today.

BSWUSA.com

for Details

Furry, this is alimited time offer!

R6012 ( 12 channels)

Mfr. List. $ 7,850.00

ONLY $ 6,849.00

R60128 ( 8channels)

Mfr. Lis: $ 5,535.00

ONLY $ 4,829.00

R6018 ( 18 channels)

Mfr. Lis: $ 10,743.00

ONLY $ 9,369.00

R601812 ( 12 channels)

Mfr. Lis: $ 7,966.00

ONLY $ 6,949.00

SP60 Sinple Phone module

Mfr. List

$690.00

FREE with purchase

IN60 Input module

Mfr. List $ 585.00

FREE with purchase

SC60 Studio Control module

Mfr. List $ 690.00

FREE with purchase

0M60 Output module

Mfr. List $ 690.00

FREE with purchase

CR60 Ccntrol Room module

Mfr. t¡ st $ 690.00

FREE with purchase

LS60 Preselector module

Mfr. List $ 319.00

FREE with purchase

1 • 800 • 426 • 8434

Choose one of
these modules FREE
with purchase
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Jason Jarvs broadcasts from the MG booth.
Pigs do fly, and you just might
win radio station KAVVOAM).
Visit www.kavvl 1
370.com

Improving their communities are Crystal Radio
Award winners KELO, Sioux Falls, S.D.; KNX, Los
Angeles; KUZZ, Bakersfield, Calif.; KZOZ, San
Francisco; WENS, Indianapolis; WIN, Brainerd,
Minn.; VVLEN, Adrian, Mich.; WPEG, Charlotte,
N.C.; WRAL, Raleigh, N.C.; and WUSL, Philadelphia.

Visit Other NAB2001
Photo Galleries.
Radio Ones Cathy Hughes accepts
the Distinguished Service Award.
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Jefferson Starship headlines a concert
celebrating freedom of musical expression.
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"
SLIMMER SAFETY TIPS"

FATHER'S DAY

I
NDEPENDENCE DAY

40 :60-scc. Feu/fires
S/99 Complew!

15 : 30-sec. reutows
S99 Csomplele!

25 : 60- we. Features
S125 Coniplew!

For DEMOS visit www-gracebroadcast.com
$200 Off Hit Music Libraries!
1229 Hits from 1954-1969 - 50 CDS
545 Hits from the 70's - 30 CDS

The

Elite

Royalty- Free
MUSiC
U.S.: 1-800-387-3030
905-886-5000

www.mixtrusiclibrary.com
A

A If you are looking to deliver clean, crisp audio to your transmitter
via microwave, Armstrong FML-10 SIL system offers unsurpassed
audio purity in arock- solid, feature- packed package.
A Built to tough manufacturing standards throughout, FML-10

system features microprocessor controllers, advanced PLL circuitry,
ultra linear VCO and front panel frequency programmability with
digital frequency readout.
A Currently in service at over 300 stations in 21 countries, this field

proven design is a " rock- solid" SIL choice for any station.

Complete System Undef,_ _
Same Day Shipping
30 Day Money Back Gu

d

ARMSTRONG

A& TRANSMITTER CORPORATION
4835 N. Street • Marcellus, NY 13108 • PH: 315/673 -1269 • Fax: 315/673 9972
Email: info@armstrongtx.com • www.armstrongbc.com

Division of Sound Ideas

1012 Hits from 1980-1995 - 58 CDS
817 Kickin" Country Hits - 39 CD's

Only $ 499
Per set plus shipping!
Complete track listings at:

www. radio-mall. com

or call 800-759-4561
For radio broadcast only!

1
BALSYS
T ECHNOLOGY G ROUP. INC.

PROFESSIONAL BROADCAST
ENGINEERING SERVICES

Analysis — Installation — Support
7141 Tallowtree Lane
Orlando, FL32835
Te1:407-822-7055
Fax: 407-296-2587
www.balsys.com
sales@balsys.com

•COM
Professionally done Commercials $ 25.00
Liners, Voice Tracking, and more
The Lowest Prices On Earth!
Choose from 20 Voices
www.internetjock.com

Toll Free ( 877) 646-4163

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio World's readers. Reach Radio Station and
Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message.
For information on affordable advertising
call Simone at 1-800-336-3045, ext. 154.
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speech.
They key issue here was the time
the broadcast occurred.
After several alternatives were
posed for judicial review, the court
ultimately approved ( and the FCC
implemented) a 10 p.m.- to- 6 a.m.
"safe harbor" for commercial and noncommercial stations. So any speech
occurring during that window of time
will not be the subject of FCC
enforcement.
But even if the allegedly indecent
speech occurs outside the 8- hour safeharbor period, that does not necessarily mean that the broadcast will bé the
subject of harsh or even any FCC
enforcement.
The context of the broadcast and the
use of the allegedly indecent speech
might well insulate the station from an
FCC sanction. For example, highly
explicit language during news coverage of abreaking news event or aprogram dealing with sex education at a
public school likely would not be
deemed indecent.

The FCC

Radio World
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examines

several factors in
determining whether
to fine a station.

The commission examines several
factors in determining whether to fine
astation for the use of indecent speech
outside the safe- harbor time period.
Among other things, the FCC looks
to the explicit or graphic nature of the
description or depiction of sexual or
excretory organs or activities, whether
the broadcast "dwells on" or "repeats
at length" these descriptions or depictions and whether the material appears
to pander/titillate or simply be used
for " shock value."
The FCC's Policy Statement gives
about three dozen examples of how it
has determined whether to warn or
fine astation for use of what the complainant felt was indecent speech.
While some of the offending language came from network radio
sources, many stations — even in
small and medium markets — were
fined or faced other sanctions for the
actions and language of their own air
staff.
So don't think this is just anetwork
radio or large market issue. All stations should be wary of an FCC
enforcement response to the airing of
indecent speech.
.Someone once asked if there is a
sound made when a tree falls in the
forest and there's no one there to hear
it. The same might be said of FCC
enforcement against indecent speech if
no one complains.
In virtually all situations, the commission's enforcement actions are taken in response to documented com-

plaints from the public. The FCC
doesn't have an independent system of
monitoring broadcasts for indecent
matter.
On the other hand, I've always felt
that at least Washington- area stations
should have concern over the prospect
of an FCC Enforcement Bureau official hearing an indecent broadcast during morning drive on the way into
work!
In the many and highly publicized
FCC enforcement actions against stations carrying Howard Stern's program, it was an active and antagonistic
listener whose complaints to the FCC
resulted in the commission's enforcement response.
Surely we've heard similar language
on other radio programs. But, absent
complaints, it is highly unlikely that

an already understaffed FCC will
expend limited resources to see
whether a station's programming was
indecent and merits asanction.
Often dismissed
In many cases, the FCC receives
and dismisses complaints from the
public without the broadcaster ever
knowing that a complaint had been
made. That scenario typically occurs
when the complaint was not supported
with relevant documentary evidence
— including atape or transcript of the
broadcast material, an indication of
when the broadcast was made and the
identification of the station to which
the listener had tuned.
Clearly, the FCC's policies and
methods of enforcing the indecency
statute have changed significantly in

the years following the U.S. Supreme
Court's 1978 determination ( in a case
involving the seven " filthy words"
used in the George Carlin monologue
of the same name) that the government
could regulate indecent broadcasts.
While I've given you general ( and
decent) guidance on this complex subject, it's important that you seek specific guidance from your communications counsel on specific matters
where the airing of potentially indecent speech may be involved.
Barry D. Umansky, the former
deputy general counsel of the National
Association of Broadcasters, is with
the communications practice group at
Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease LLP
in Washington.
Reach him at ( 202) 467-8822 or via
e-mail at bdumansky@vssp.com

Scott Studios' New CD Ripper Saves Time
and Money for Stations using APT-X on
Older SS, AXS and DCS Digital Systems
At Last...A
CD Ripper
for APT-X
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Scott Studios now offers time saving CD Ripping and no dub 1n- 1i-track production to stations
using older Scott, AXS, DCS and Maestro digital audio systems. It's TLC, which stands for Trim.
Label and Convert. TLC 4APT imports and exports between APT-X. MPEG and uncompressed
WAVE audio. TLC also converts MP3 audio to any other format.
Chunk standard that virtually
every major digital audio
vendor promises to support.
TLC is available either with a
Scott 1.4 GHz. Pentium 4
1RU slim rack mount
computer, or as software only
for use on your PC.
CD ripping time varies
according to processor and
CD ROM speeds, so the
faster and newer your
Pentium and CD ROM, the
faster your music rips onto
hard drive.
Stations interested in afree
trial of TLC 4APT can
download atest version from
scottstudios.com or

24/7 Technical Support: 888-SCOTT-411
(972) 620-2211
FAX: (972) 620-8811
7

I

Rush

Scoet
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TLC also imports and
exports BWF ( Broadcast
Wave Format) audio as well
as the upcoming AFS Cart

8

New

The But Money

1

Audio quality is awesome
because you get adirect
digit-for-digit transfer from
compact disc to hard drive.

3

D

Cearn

Conn

Now Scott Studios honors
customers of our legacy
systems with our new TLC 4
APT. TLC stands for Trim,
Label and Convert. Now that
we've added APT-X
capability, TLC 4APT is now
compatible with older SS,
AXS, DCS and Maestro air
studio systems!

4

Network

Cater

Music

Scott Studios' recent
customers have been ripping
CDs and doing fast no-dub
exports from multi-track
editors to MPEG or
uncompressed Scott Studios
systems for years.

8

Upload

MuSIC

Regardless of the age of your
digital system, TLC transfers
5-minute songs to hard drive
in about 15 to 20 seconds
and uploads 1-minute spots
in afew seconds. Multi-hour
syndicated CD shows now
transfer to hard drive in a
fraction of real time, which
can save you real money!

8

Fe

Cale ones
Name

Now...your stations with
classic digital systems like
Scott Studios' SS. Electric
Works' AXS, or Computer
Concepts' DCS air studios
can now save time by
eliminating dubbing of music
CDs and multi-track
production editors like Vegas.
Sound Forge, Cool Edit,
SAW. Sadie and Audicy.

8

Conly

2

6

8

8

888- GET-SCOTT
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tIc4apt.com. The free trial
lasts 10 days or allows 20
APT-X exports for quality
evaluation.
TLC 4APT handles APT-X,
MPEG and uncompressed
import and export as well as
MP3 import. TLC 4APT is
only $ 1,500 per copy
including 90 days of toll-free
phone support. This small
investment pays for itself in a
few months by ripping show
CDs to reduce weekend
board operator payroll. Onsite installation and training is
optionally available. Pay by
check, Visa. MasterCard or
American Express. Order by

phone, mail or Internet.
For copy or sales office
computers that want to
audition spots but do not
need to rip CDs or import
spots, aPlay-Only TLC 4
APT is only $500 per copy.
For stations wanting to
expand APT-X systems to
triple-overlap or add Scott's
Voice Tracker, afew APT
audio cards are still available.
TLC 4APT clients who later
upgrade to new SS32 or
Computer Concepts' Maestro
systems can continue to use
TLC with the latest digital
studio equipment.

Scott Stadisee

13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
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Country

people are retrievable through an intimate knowledge of each market's
audience preferences."
Fifty-eight percent of country's P1
listeners are female. Female fans are
not recent converts. The Shane study
noted that about 74 percent of women
say the format has been their favorite
for 10 years or more. Only about 18.5
percent are heavily involved in church
or religious activities.
Of the non- country listeners who
responded, almost half had heard a
country station within the last year and
89 percent were able to identify a
country station in their market.

sends out."
But Shane cautions
stations against trying to
grab too many of the
non- country listeners in
an effort to boost ratings.
"You run the risk of
tuning out the PI s and
losing everything."
Shane's
National
Country Study revealed
a few other nuggets of
knowledge.
"The good news is
that even people who
are former strong country listeners haven't given up entirely," said
Shane. " Sixty-five percent still listen. These

Continued from page 27

If you mix in a little more roots, it
changes the texture and holds people
longer because they don't hear the
sameness."
Shane believes programmers must
balance their music based upon their
individual markets.
Regional
"In the New England area, more
'70s rock might work best," said
Shane, from his office in Houston.
"There's a whole new Texas sound
happening down here and it's getting
a lot of play in the southwest. You
can't just take everything Nashville

Survey says ...
The phone survey was conducted in
January and February using a sample
of more than 1,000 people in the age
group 25 to 54. These were not just
country listeners, but a cross section
of all radio listeners that broke down
to about 200 current PI listeners, 400
expatriates and 400 non- country listeners.
As of March 15, there were 2,246
commercial country stations in the
United States — 34 fewer than in
1999, according to BIAfn.

Singer/Songwriter Don Williams

Enter to win one o 25 great prizes in edit) World's
reader appreciation contest giveaway!
¡MAS Publishing is celebrating 25 years of
serving you and the radio broadcast
industry. To mark this significant milestone, 25 of radio's leading equipItA te4eee
ment suppliers have teamed up
lb,
with Radio World to express their
appreciation.
Throughout 2001, Radio World
will conduct 25 random drawings.
Prizes and winners will be

To become e!igible to win, you need to
complete these three easy steps:
1) Register on!ine at our Web s;te
www.rwonline.com

a

2) Click the Silver Sweepstakes
:con on ovr home page
our the electronic entry
form — that's it, you're clone
3) Fill

It's

announced in every issue of Radio
World all year long.
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Traditional country stars visit the
ABC Radio ' Real Country' booth at
the Country Radio Seminar. From
left, Mark Chesnutt and Tracy Byrd
talk with Real Country's Richard
Lee about their collaboration on
the duet 'That's a Real Good Way
to Get on My Bad Side.'
The next most popular format is
adult contemporary, which had 1,290
practitioners in March. That number is
slightly higher than two years ago.
However, in spite of these small
fluctuations, the country format is still
the big kahuna by awide margin.
Ennen believes radio is the vehicle
to deliver the music, " but if it's not
convenient to purchase when the emotion of the music is fresh, the opportunity is lost."
"CDs are a convenience purchase,
not a destination purchase for females
between 25 and 44 years of age," said
Ennen. " You need to sell the product
where they shop most in one week,
which is the grocery store."
The last word on the " twang/pop"
controversy comes from Bill Manders.
"The format is going whichever direction will make the most money."

Introducing

The NEW Apnex
.ELCDFIE TO

APHIVX

SYSTEMS
11,244. PM
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he original Aphex Model

2020

2.e

audio processor set the stancad for audio quality, loudness and extended

coverage. Not content to sit on its laurels Aphex cont nued to research ways to improve performance even further.
The result is the 2o2oMkII.
New processing algorithms and circuit designs, in addition to the fifteen proprietary circuits* from the original,
allow even greater loudness without sacrificing aclean, natural sound. The MkIl's increased flexibility also gives
astation the ability to create its own unique sonic signature. New features include asplit band optical high frequency limiter, alow distortion overshoot compensated low pass fil er* ( with no spurs), improved remote control
interface, RDS, and dual composite outputs.
Audition the new

2020

Mk11 on your station and you'll find that Aphex has really done its homework— creating a

processor with performance and features unmatcheé at any price. The 2o2oMk11 — in aclass by itself.
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SYSTEMS

Improving the way the world soundssm
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A
818-767-2929 Fa>: 818-767-2641 www.aphex.com
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AFTRA, Baseball and Net Radio

Kelvin Arcelay

and Saga Communications shut down
their streaming broadcasts by the time the
NAB convention rolled around.
It seems that the Webcasting world was
asleep at the switch last summer when
AFTRA successfully negotiated an increase
in talent fees. The deal specifically targeted
over-the-air spots that were also Webcast.
The crunch arrived as it came time to
start collecting on those fees. Now, the ad
agencies don't see the value in ponyingup the extra bucks for the Webcasts. The
solution? No more Webcasts!
For Webcasting broadcasters, it's more
than just another slice of acut loaf.
"We are working hard to resolve outstanding issues with all concerned parties. It is our intention to put the streams
back up when it makes legal and financial sense," said Kevin Mayer, chairman and chief executive officer of
CCIG, last month.
Mayer also indicated that ad-insertion
technology might be the fix here. In addition to targeting advertising to specific
demographic groups, it can be used to
mask AFTRA ads.
"We are also in the process of selecting and deploying technology that automatically inserts and removes commercial messages and making other changes
that will ensure the financial and legal
viability of the product," Mayer said.

As dependent as radio has
become on computers, though, the
word from around the business is
simple: When it comes to viruses, a
little prevention goes along way.
"The only way to 100- percent
protect your system is to not expose
your system to a virus in the first
place," said Ted Nygren, chief technical officer at RCS Inc. " In the
extreme, that means disabling all
See VIRUS, page 38

Digi downloads
As streams flounder, other opportunities for music online flourish. The
Napster phenomenon has made downloading ahabit for ageneration of music
listeners. And it wasn't just because the
songs were "free" ( well, pirated).
Free and legal music streams are common and haven't created anything like
the Napster mania. It may be that downloads are simply the preferred application
for consumers.

Scott Fybush
It has become aregular feature of
life in the Internet world: Every few
months, a fevered warning to
beware the latest flavor of virus
making its way around the Net.
Whether it's the Love Bug or
Snow White or Anna Kournikova, a
major virus scare can keep computer users and support staff busy for
days installing updated anti- viral
software and fixing the damage.
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Carl Lindemann
Web Watch is a roundup of all things
radio and the Web. Send your news, views
and high- resolution pictures to Internet
Radio Editor Laura Dely via e-mail to
Id@imaspub.com.
Will Internet audio be dominated by
streams or downloads? This is the question that the radio industry asked in the
light of the frenzy created by the
American Federation of Television &
Radio Artists.
In early April, AFTRA began to
enforce a provision in its contract that
was negotiated last fall, requiring broadcasters to pay triple rates whenever
AFTRA talent are heard in radio commercials streamed online.

Kevin Mayer
Given this climate, Clear Channel
Internet Group simply pulled the plug on
its terrestrial signals' Webcasts. This triggered adomino effect across the industry,
as Citadel, Cumulus, Entercom,
Greater Media, Journal Broadcasting

We will find out soon. After holding out
about as long as it could, the music industry
seems to be finally getting down to the business of online distributicit With Napster in
its death throes, the major labels finally
seem to be serious about giving consumers
what they want how they want it.
In April, RealNetworks announced a
joint venture with AOL. Time Warner,
Bertelsmann AG and EMI to create a
common platform for online music subscription services.
Label consortium
"MusicNet" is essentially the business-to-business infrastructure to connect
music companies to consumers through
online outlets. Licensees will be able to
build aprivate brand business on top of
this technology.
During the conference call following
the announcement, Rob Glaser, chairman
and CEO of RealNetworks and the interim
head of MusicNet, said this would open
the opportunity for most any outfit to
begin amusic subscription service.
"We look forward to working with the
entire industry to make music subscription services areality," he said. The first
See WEBVIATCH, page 40
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Despite Downturn, Web Still Hot
Scott Fybush
On the airwaves, there's no species
more endangered than the commercial
classical- music station. In the last few
months alone, listeners in Chicago,
Denver and Albuquerque, N.M., all lost
long-time classical signals or heard
them downgraded to lesser facilities.
On the Web, though, specialty formats like classical, jazz and album-oriented rock/classic rock are not only
surviving, they're thriving.
"A lot of the ( classical terrestrial) stations are changing format because
they're not keeping up with the times,"
said Stewart Crossen, one of the
founders of classical Webcaster
Beethoven.com. " Instead of trying to
entice younger listeners, they keep
going in that old-fashioned stodgy way."
Fresh classical
There's nothing stodgy about the
sound of Beethoven.com. From its
Hartford, Conn., studio, the station
treats the sounds of Bach, Vivaldi and
Ludwig himself just like the latest hits
from Destiny's Child or Madonna,
interspersing the music with upbeat
jock patter and contests.

Stewart Crossen
"We take alot of requests from our listeners, we're very responsive," Crossen
said. "We play alot of favorite music."

The result? In January, Beethoven.com
topped Arbitron's monthly Top 75 list
of participating Webcasters for the
second consecutive month. Edging out
WABC(AM), the New York- based
news/talk station that is home to titan
Rush Limbaugh, Beethoven.com registered nearly twice as many aggregate
tuning hours ( ATH) as the secondplace WABC.
One reason analysts cite for classical
music's popularity on the Web has to
do with where Webcast listeners are
when they log on. Web ratings service
MeasureCast found 67 percent of all
streaming audio listening during an
average weekday takes place during
East Coast business hours, suggesting
that Beethoven.com's classical sounds,
Seattle's KING(FM) and others are
finding a welcome audience as background music in the office.
A channel for every niche
Bill Rose, vice president and general
manager of Arbitron Webcast Services,
said the interest of listeners in niche
formats shows they are looking for
something different from traditional
broadcasters' offerings. He points to
one of the first Webcasters, album-oriented rock/classic rock-country hybrid
KPIG(FM) in Freedom, Calif., as a
prime example.
"You can't find content like KPIG
(on the air) anywhere, but you can find
it on the Internet," Rose said.
In January, KPIG ranked 13th in
Arbitron's top 75, drawing 133,600 listening hours during the month.
Sort the ratings by online networks
and one name has been at the top of
Arbitron's numbers since Arbitron
began providing online network ratings
last October: NetRadio.
The Minnesota- based Webcaster,
which bills itself as "the next generation in radio," streams more than 100
Web-only channels of music. NetRadio

Chief Executive Officer Eric Paulson
said visitors to his site are looking for
deeper playlists of their favorite music.
"One of the problems with terrestrial
radio is that they have a very limited
program list," Paulson said.
Big selection
Where a typical rock station might
keep 50 to 75 songs in heavy rotation,
Paulson said the typical NetRadio
channel is rotating more than 600. And
with no limitation on the number of
channels that can be offered on the
Web, Paulson said NetRadio can target
the tiniest of niche audiences.
"Most jazz stations will run acid
jazz, if they run it at all, on a Friday
night," he said. " You can come to
NetRadio and listen to a channel of
acid jazz all the time."
Or, if that's not your taste, you can
also check out full channels of big band,
"café jazz," classic jazz vocals, allhorns, jazz-rock — you get the picture.
By catering so closely to listeners'
desires, Paulson said NetRadio has
achieved one of the holy grails of the
Internet economy: finding a way to
keep surfers "stuck" to its site.
The typical NetRadio user spends
1.5 hours with the service during each
session, Paulson said — nearly an eternity on the Web.
In all, NetRadio logs 4 million to 5
million listening hours each month —
impressive, but not enough, Paulson
said, to get the attention of the big
advertisers that services like his need to
be financially successful.
"We need to be at 8to 12 million listening hours amonth," he said.
Paulson said advertising agencies are
just waking up to the potential for
streaming media advertising.
"Year 2000 advertising budgets were
designed at the middle to the end of
1999, when streaming wasn't on anybody's mind," he said.
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Bill Rose
While he believes advertisers are
becoming more aware of the value of
streaming ads, he admits that the overall economic downturn is making
things harder for services like his.
From a peak staff level of nearly 70,
NetRadio has cut back to about 40
employees.
"NetRadio,
like every
other
Webcaster, is asking, ' Do we have
enough cash to be the last man standing?'," he said.
Need cash
That's just what analysts are examining as they assess the health of the
Webcasters still left alive. Larry
Gerbrandt, chief operating officer and
senior analyst at Paul Kagan Associates,
said cash flow is the key to success right
now for streaming media. With the
heady IPO days of 1999 and early 2000
long gone, Webcasters still have to pay
the bills to stay on the Web while seeking new sources of ad revenue.
The monthly ratings surveys continue to spotlight new stations. Recent
newcomers at the top have included
Corus Media's CFNY(FM), " Edge
102," Toronto, one of Canada's most
successful terrestrial stations; Enigma
Digital's KNAC.com, recently absorbed
by Clear Channel Interactive Group;
and Web- only, " listener- formatted"
music
streamers
such
as
MEDIAmazing and Live365.com.
But Gerbrandt said the ratings ultimately
are
less
important
to
Webcasters' success than their ability to
generate revenue. The key to that, he
believes, lies in ad replacement and
insertion technology.
"Ad insertion is one of the more interesting areas on the Web," he said.
"Advertisers already know radio commercials work, so you're not reinventing
the medium," in contrast with lessproven technologies such as pop-up ads.
Coping with the slump
At the recent NAB2001 convention,
several suppliers touted their ad- insertion and content- substitution products.
The technology gained new prominence
in the wake of the decision by Clear
Channel and some other groups to pull
their online programming, at least in
part because of higher costs associated
with union-produced talent.
The new technology allows stations
to "mask out" chosen spots.
Yet the dot- corn market remains a
difficult one for all players.
See WEBCASTERS, page 39
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floppy disks and partitioning the
automation system on the network in
such a way that Internet access is disabled."
Multiple platforms
In the real world, though, software like
products by RCS must run on networks
that also support e-mail, audio file transfers, electronic invoicing systems and other applications that must communicate
with the rest of the Internet.
...0111•11111 IBM
WWI
11111111111 MIL
111111111111111 1111111
MM IBM

Sound Software
That, in turn, makes anti- virus software the first line of defense for any
network that's connected to the outside world.
At Entercom's four- station cluster
in Boston, Manager of Information
Systems Sid Schweiger uses Baltimore
Technologies' MIMEsweeper software
to scan all incoming e-mail.
"If it intercepts avirus in an attachment, it stops the message from going
through and notifies both the sender
and the recipient," he said. " It's pretty
effective."
Anything
that
gets
through
MIMEsweeper must contend with
anti- virus software at each individual
machine.
"On the local level, we've deployed
McAfee VirusScan," Schweiger said.
To reduce the risk of contamination
at the Entercom Boston stations, certain "mission-critical" applications run
on separate computers that aren't used
for e-mail, Web browsing or other
functions, including downloading

spots delivered over the Internet.
"The four stations here in Boston
are
all
running
AudioVault,"
Schweiger said, referring to the
automation system made by Broadcast
Electronics. "They're kept segregated
from any connection to the WAN and
the Internet," he said.
Schweiger has implemented one
more layer of protection at his station
group,
which
includes
talker
WRKO(AM), rocker WAAF(FM),
rhythmic WQSX(FM) and sports
WEEI(AM): a rule about circulating
virus alerts in the office.
"People understand that they need
to check with me before spreading
virus alerts," he said. That way, computer users at Entercom/Boston are
spared the hassle of worrying about
"viruses" that turn out to be mere
Internet hoaxes.
Group attack
While Schweiger handles virus protection at a local level, some radio groups
are taking advantage of consolidation to
help their battle against viruses.
"The first thing we did was centralize the e-mail," said Kelvin Arcelay,
information technology director for
Cumulus Media.
The company used to have four email servers located at station groups
around the country. Since February.
though, all e-mail for Cumulus' almost
300 stations has passed through a single Microsoft Exchange 2000 server at
the group's Atlanta headquarters,
where data is scanned with Group
Shield software.
"Viruses were just coming through
to our markets and attacking the network and then they'd come back to the
central office," Arcelay said.
Since changing to a central server,
Cumulus has had no virus problems,
he said.
Arcelay urges Cumulus stations to
follow his recommendations when
sharing audio, such as promos and
spots, over the Internet.
"We do promote sending it through
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our mail system," he said. "That way
we have achance to scan it."
At supplier Wicks Broadcast
Solutions, Bob Leighton, manager of
product development, describes viruses as a "nuisance- level" problem.
"We've never been in a situation
where it's wiped out our data or a
client's data," Leighton said.
The big concern at Wicks, which
sells traffic and accounting software
under the CBS! and Datacount names,
is making sure the data that passes
through its system is clean.
"We on occasion get diskettes from
customers with avirus on it," Leighton
said. While Wicks screens all incoming data for viruses, the challenge is
making sure clients clean up their systems when infections are found.
"It's hard to get them to go through
all the steps to wipe out the virus,"
Leighton said.

Bob Leighton
One way to eliminate that challenge
is to use proprietary systems that
aren't susceptible to the most common
viruses, which primarily target users
of Microsoft's Outlook e-mail system.
"Our system requires our proprietary encoder on the servers end," said
Peter Barnes, executive vice president
of FastChannel Network. Its SpotTaxi
system distributes commercials to
thousands of radio stations.
"You don't just make your own
audio file and attach it to the e-mail,"
Barnes said. Instead, SpotTaxi clients
send their audio through the company's system, which is designed to validate and import only 44.1- kHz 16 bit
uncompressed digital audio in WAV,
SDII or AIFF formats.
"Because these file are passive by
nature, we check to make sure there's
nothing in the header that would be
executable, like a Visual Basic Script
file, such as the Melissa or Love Bug
viruses. Our system would reject it"
Barnes said.

Peter Barnes
When it was first released, Pro
Tools came with warnings that it
should be run only on machines completely separate from the Internet and
local networks.
"Now Pro Tools has a very active
Internet strategy," Barnes said. "They
want people going out to the Internet and
grabbing sound files to work with."
While this trend has increased the
resources available to production
departments, it also makes IT managers nervous.
At National Public Radio, Rodney
Armstrong is dealing with just such a
conflict. As the network's manager of
technical services, Armstrong is
responsible
for the
Microsoft
Outlook/Exchange e-mail system that
ties NPR staffers together. The challenge: allowing staffers to transfer
needed files while preventing viruses
from spreading.
"When you try to tighten the system
down, you break some of the functionality," Armstrong said.
A year ago, he learned firsthand
how much damage a virus can cause.
The May 2000 outbreak of the Love
Bug virus brought NPR's e-mail system to a halt as the " worm" spread
itself from user to user in cascading
floods of e-mail.
After the outbreak, NPR imposed
restrictions on the attachments allowed
through its e-mail system.
"We're taking a hard look at our email policy. We're changing our open
policy and will now restrict the kinds
of attachments allowed. Human nature
being what it is, education and awareness in our users is not enough.
Protective systems have to be in
place," Ched Hudson, NPR's director

FastChannel
NETWORK

SpotTaxi does depend on e-mail to
alert clients that files are ready for distribution, but those too originate from its own
virus-protected servers, Barnes said.
At the user end, Barnes sees a "tug
of war" between production staffers
and information technology managers.
A veteran audio producer himself,
Barnes points to the popular
Digidesign Pro Tools editing software
as an example of the way production
departments have embraced the
Internet.

of information technology, told RW
after the attack.
Solving the virus problem with software sometimes isn't enough, though.
"We educate ( users) not to click on
attachments from people they don't
know, or things they weren't expecting," Armstrong said.
That sort of education is an even
greater challenge at anews organization
like AP, with 3,700 staffers in 242
bureaus spread out across 112 countries.
See VIRUS, page 39
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Phil Avner, director of development
at The Associated Press, said the AP's
global reach can actually be an advantage when it comes to early warning
about viruses.
"Since we're an international organization getting mail from all around
the world, things will often hit us
before they're well-known or wellreported," Avner said.
While the AP has suffered two virus
attacks in recent years that have shut
down the corporate Web site, the actual newsgathering and distribution systems have remained safe behind afirewall and virus- scanning system, the
exact nature of which the AP declined
to disclose for security reasons.
Avner said staffers are warned of
the dangers of viruses. And to reduce
the danger of avirus entering AP computers, they're prohibited from using
the AP network to access external email systems such as Yahoo!'s Mail or
Microsoft's Hotmail.

We educate

Phil Avner
ry of distributing news copy, " internally, we have message systems other
than e-mail," Avner said.
When all else fails, Avner sometimes resorts to the lowest of low- tech
solutions to this high-tech challenge.
"You get down to very basic simple
things," he said. When it's absolutely
essential to warn employees about a
virus before they've had a chance to

(
users) not to click on

attachments from people they don't
know, or things they weren't expecting.

—

Rodney Armstrong

The economy has claimed several
competitors. Massachusetts- based
DiscJockey.com filed for Chapter 7
bankruptcy in mid- April, shutting
down a service that had been running
since the middle of 1997.
DiscJockey.com wasn't hurting for
listeners; its channels ranked in the
top 10 in every network survey since
Arbitron began ranking them last
October. Even in January, the most
recent month for which those ratings
had been released at press time,
DiscJockey.com placed 10th despite
technical difficulties that prevented
part of its audience from being properly measured.
But a large number of listeners can
be aliability when there's not enough
revenue coming in.
Founder Richard Chadwick said
the Webcaster found itself in a cashflow squeeze, caught between
Internet service providers like
Akamai, which demanded immediate
cash to distribute DiscJockey.com's
music channels, and advertisers who
were slow to pay or went out of business before paying.
While traditional broadcasters try to
use side channels to build on their brandawareness advantage, Web-only services
like NetRadio aren't sitting still.
At NetRadio, Paulson said the
arrival of new wireless Internet services will help him reach listeners
when they're not sitting in front of
their desks.
Anytime, anywhere

lhe AP has another advantage when
it comes to alerting staffers about
viruses. Avner said virus warnings distributed through e-mail often show up
in employees' mailboxes only after the
virus-bearing e-mail itself has already
been read. But with its 150- year histo-

open their e-mail in the morning, "you
type amessage, make 100 photocopies
and tape it over the screen of each terminal," he said.
Scott Fybush is afree-lance writer
based in Rochester, N.Y. Reach him at
scott@fybush.com
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"Our goal is to surround the consumer in every part of his lifestyle
with NetRadio content and NetRadio
advertisers," he said, envisioning a
future in which his channels are
streamed to receivers in cars and on
belts everywhere.
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Even the shakeout of Webcasters
with weaker business models isn't
necessarily aconcern.
"There are going to be a smaller
number of successful players who
will make it through this process,"
Rose said.
"We're looking at amedium that, in
the lifespan of an adult, would be only
amonth or two old."
Gerbrandt said in the long run, the
real business success in the
Webcasting world may belong to
players outside the traditional radio,
or even Webcast, environment. He
believes giant Web players like
RealNetworks may be better positioned to expand when wireless
Internet access becomes awidespread
reality.

A large

number

of listeners can be
a liability when
there's not enough
revenue coming in.

Even though " they're not a pure
radio play," Gerbrandt said the Web
giants have the user base and capitalization needed to stay alive until wireless takes off in abig way.
"There's big potential here
because there is an untapped market
(for streaming audio to wireless customers) and it's going to get better as
you get more wireless devices," he
said.
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Web Watch

content using the Real format that month.
Meanwhile, Windows Media only
accounted for 12.5 million users.

Continued from page 35

Surrender — never!
But Microsoft is hardly giving up on
the market. On the heels of the MusicNet
announcement, Microsoft Network
unveiled its beta version of MSN Music.
The site ( located at http://music.msn.com/)
uses "sounds like" technology run by a
staff of music analysts ( hipsters with the
title of "Groovers") to connect visitors
with new music that they're sure to love.
Sure. MSN Music is the rebirth of
RealBall
Will this really give anything like a Mongo Music acquired by Microsoft
last year. Basically, it's a music reposilevel playing field for third-party outfits
wanting to set up a business? Ah, but I tory divided up into 20 different music
styles and 200 sub- genres. Users can
forgot — antitrust is likely to be a nonissue given the way the political winds
develop custom channels suited to their
listening interests.
are blowing.
Heard any of this before? Yes ... so
RealNetworks is cooking on other
I'll stop. Oh, by the way, my visit to the
fronts as well. At the end of March, the
Major League Baseball Advanced
site on my Netscape browser met an
unfortunate end.
Media proclaimed their deal with
RealNetworks as the "largest Internet
The following message popped-up at
my arrival: " We're sorry, but MSN
deal in the history of professional sports."
Music currently requires a PC system
running Internet Explorer 4.01 or higher
with Windows Media Player 7.0 or higher installed."
Any questions as to why Real is doing
so well?

licensees of MusicNet are America
Online and RealNetworks.
Though RealNetworks has gone to
great lengths to underscore the fact that
music licensing to MusicNet as well as
the licensing of MusicNet itself is nonexclusive, questions as to how all this
might become problematic in terms of
antitrust inevitably arise.

M
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The three-year contract makes
RealNetworks the exclusive platform for
MLB online. This includes live Webcasts
of all MLB games as well as an ondemand archive of video highlights.
Fans will be able to subscribe to
access a wide range of content. All this
comes as a Nielsen/NetRatings study
shows that the Real format player was
more than twice as popular as the nearest
competitor, the Windows Media player,
in February.
Nearly 30 million home users accessed

Also
Yahoo!, too, is getting into the game.
The Internet portal has formed an alliance
with Duet, the on-demand music subscription service created by Sony Music
Entertainment and Universal Music
Group.
These music giants are, of course, key
holdouts in the MusicNet deal. This may
offer something in the way of competition
yet. And there's even more competition
possible from Viacom's MTVi Group.
MTVi CEO Nicholas Butterworth
told Reuters that they'd have more than
10,000 songs available by the end of April.
Each of the five major labels would be represented in this smorgasbord.
Wow — 10,000 songs!? That's going to
be atough sell to Napsterites accustomed

The Wizard

has gone

STEREO!
The new DINTAL FMSA-1
gives The Wizard System
unmatched stereo
monitoring capabilities. . .

BELAR
FM DIGITAL STEREO MONITOR

1
111:

THE
WIZARD
FM DIGITAL MOD ANALKER

Superlative stereo performance. Linear- phase filters
that reveal the true performance of your audio
processing. The stability of digital stereo demodulation.
The sophisticated graphical presentation of The Wizard.
And — with the RS- 232 port
operation on site or off
Contact Belar today for more details on what should
be your next modulation monitor
BELAR

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC119 LANCASTER AVENUE • P.O. BOX 76 • DEVON, PA 19333-0076 USA
(610) 687-5550 • FAX [610] 687-2686
Cell write or FAX for more information on Beier AM. Rol. Stereo, SCA, and TV monitors
WNW. baler. corn

to having everything available.
So, it looks like the age of digital distribution has really begun in earnest.
Actually, don't count on much in the way
of adownload business anytime soon.
What precipitated this flood of
announcements in April? Only acynic
would believe that this was in any way tied
to the Senate Judiciary Committee's
hearing
on
April
3,
"Online
Entertainment and Copyright Law:
Coming to aDigital Device Near You."
Last summer, committee co-chair Orrin
Hatch threatened to put alegislative end to
the music industry's obstructionism here if
they didn't get moving on this.
This hearing saw the Recording
Industry Association of America's Hillary
Rosen offering areprise performance of
her now-familiar shuck ' n' jive.
"Online entertainment isn't coming
soon. It's here ... and it's getting better
every day," she said. "The story now is the
music industry's efforts to alert fans and
consumers to the huge amounts of legitimately licensed music that is currently
available online." Some story!
Same old story?
Rosen's fanciful tale wasn't the same
story that recording artists Alanis
Morissette and Don Henley told the committee. Morissette questioned the terms of
the debate over Rosen's " legitimately
licensed music."
"My initial resistance to the new services online was based on the debate
having been framed in terms of ' piracy,"
she said.
Now, on reflection, she wonders who
the real pirates are. "Most recording artists
never receive royalties past their initial
advance due to the financial structure of
most recording company contracts."
Henley spoke on behalf of the
Recording Artists Coalition, agroup that
represents musicians' interests.
"Napster and other ' locker' systems
have flourished because the record industry has failed to be forward thinking and
has made it extremely difficult for legitimate companies to license the rights on an
arm's-length basis."
Henley expressed concern that the
RIAA's focus on so-called "legitimately
licensed music" might be to the detriment
of musicians and music lovers.
"While we support the copyright
infringement lawsuits filed by the record
industry, the lawsuits should not be used to
destroy a viable and useful independent
Internet distribution system. It is in the best
interests of recording artists, as well as
consumers, that Congress promotes an
atmosphere of independent digital distribution of music," he said.
The RIAA and AFTRA are like sharks
thrashing wildly at the whiff of prey. They
don't seem to notice — or care — that
there's nothing to get yet.
Back at the ranch
Meanwhile, the streaming audio business remains in something like limbo as
the final outcome of the RIAA's campaign
to squeeze performance rights out of
"streamers" repurposing broadcast signals
remains uncertain. Still, there seems to be
areal business developing here, according
to anew Media Audit study.
The report, issued in April, noted that 23
Web radio sites in the United States attract
at least 2 percent of all adults in their
immediate market.
"We think 2percent is very respectable
at this stage of Internet market development," said Bob Jordan, co-chairman of

Zack Zalon
International Demographics, the research
firm behind the study.
The ad-insertion technology expected to
put Web radio on apaying basis continues
to move forward despite the overall dotcom retrenchment. HiWire announced an
exclusive deal with NetRadio to provide
targeted ad insertion for the 100- plus
NetRadio stations.

Iwiret,

Intelligent Audience Delivery

This comes after NetRadio received a
new lease on life by restructuring $9.6 million in debt owed to Navarre Corp.
Navarre had been NetRadio's parent company before its October 1999 IPO and
remains its largest shareholder.
The restructuring came after the serious threat the online niche format
provider would be de-listed off the NASDAQ index. Despite the dour financial
markets, NetRadio scored the No. 1spot
again in the January Arbitron results
announced in April.
Not so fast
Of course, the streaming/download
dichotomy isn't hard and fast. But those
blurring the line may risk the wrath of the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act.
Radio Free Virgin has added anew feature to its player — arecord option. Of
course, this makes this something other
than just aplayer.
"We free our listeners from the confines
of aWeb-based audio stream by enabling
them to store their favorite programming
and playback a single song or an entire
programming block whenever they want?'
said Zack Zalon, general manager of
Radio Free Virgin.
To carry these streams beyond the confines of the PC. RFV also announced a
strategic partnership with Digital
eStation. Digital eStation will offer consumers its set-top box, the Digital eBox.
which delivers digital content from the
Internet — movies, videos, games, software and soon — RFV's player and content. Very innovative.
Too bad that most innovation in this
alternative arena have been met with RIAA
lawsuits, not accolades, for offering consumers new ways of listening.
Carl Lindemann has worked in radio as
afield reporter and production director
He consults on radio/new media projects
and writes extensively on these subjects.
Reach him at cari@cyberscene.com

•

Protect Your

Online Rights.
There's been quite a stir over online rights issues lately.
Here's how to protect yourself.

What's The Issue?

The latest American Federation of Television and Radio

Artists ( AFTRA) contract provided for an extra talent fee to be paid for any commercial produced for broadcast but aired both terrestrially and on the web. AFTRA
is seeking a 300% penalty if the additional talent fee is not paid. Therefore,
stations have been pressured to either cover AFTRA spots or take down their
internet streams completely.

What's The Solution?

iMediaAdCast is uniquely qualified to solve the

AFTRA issue for stations through Content Substitution.

Unlike ad insertion systems

which try to cover commercials from the server side, iMediaAdCast interacts with
your station's programming as it encodes your web stream in either Real Audio or
Microsoft Windows Media formats. Web- only content is seamlessly placed over anything that you'd like to broadcast but not webcast. iMediaAdCast also will send full
titling information to your listeners, ensuring compliance with the Digital Millenium
Copyright Act.

What About My Existing Equipment?
with most automation systems.

iMediaAdCast is compatible

iMediaAdCast software is economically priced at

$995 per station.

What's On The Horizon?

More online rights issues are certain to pop up in

the future. Today commercials are the issue, tomorrow may be music.
iMediaAdCast's Content Substitution System is designed to substitute anything in the
web stream, so the next time there is a crisis, you'll already be covered.
iMediaAdCast is available from
A product of

Cb
it
technologies
(888) 665-0501
www.imediatouch.com
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COMPASS

Need it after hours?
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FULL COMPASS
AUDIO • VIDEO • LIGHTS
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Pro Audio, Video, Lights
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800.476.9886
M- F 8am-10pm, Saturday 1Oam-6pm(CST)
WWW. corn passxpress.com
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Dammit Jim!!

Studi Sessimis
Resource for Radio On-Air, Production and Recording
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All Great Polka Hits, All the Time
Have you ever heard atune by Lenny
Gornulka, Joe Stanky's Cadets or Eddie
Blazonczyk's Versatones? Those names are
superstars in the world of polka music. You
would hear them all the time if you listened
to WTKM-AM-FM in Hartford, Wis.
"Our station goes back about 50 years
and it has developed a very loyal audience," said Tom Shanahan, human
resources manager and station manager. "If
we were playing rock or country, we'd be
just another station."
While there are about 75 polka shows
heard on stations across the United States,
WTKM believes it is the only station that
plays this type of music almost full time.
"We have alittle bit of country music on
the air in the afternoons and overnights,

but the rest is all polkas," said Shanahan.
WTKM's call letters stand for "We're
the Kettle Moraine," which refers to the
geographic area near Milwaukee.
"It's hilly country around here, thanks to
the glaciers," said Shanahan.
The area boasts arich ethnic mix of
German, Slav and Polish populations,
which makes it a hotbed for old-style
European music.
Polka, polka, polka
"German polkas have atuba for that
'oom-pah' sound," said Carlo " Spike"
Micale, president of the Wisconsin Polka
Hall of Fame, near Milwaukee.
"Polish tunes feature trumpets and
Polish vocals, and Slavic music usually has
astrong accordion lead, asaxophone and a
string bass on the bottom."

Micale loves them all and loves
WTKM, too. "That station has been a
steady, stabilizing influence, which lets the
people know that polkas were here yesterday and they'll be here tomorrow, too.
"WTKM has alot of people on the air
who work hard and believe in the music.
Scott Lopas, who owns the station, is areal
dyed-in-the-wool polka guy," said Micale.
WTKM is heard in simulcast at 104.9
MHz and 1540 kHz, and streams its broadcasts on the Internet at www.wtkm.com
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shows are always very well- attended
because they keep their prices down to a
reasonable level that working people can
afford," said Micale.
"They'll have a lot of live bands performing and everyone can come out and
have agood time." WTKM celebrated its
50th anniversary with a live show at the
Chandelier Ballroom on May 5and 6.
Many stations across the country play
their music direct from hard disc, but
WTKM uses acombination of LPs, MD
and CDs. The station has no production
director, opting to let each of the personalities records his own commercials. The
computer generates the logs and spots are
aired from acentral server.

vatikee Jenimal Sentinel

Ken R.
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PRODUCT EVALUATION

Meow by Gary Porter

HHB Follows the
Way of the MiniDisc
Carl Lindemann
While it may seem that MiniDisc has become adominant format for radio field
recording almost overnight, that "almost" was, in fact, several years long.
After being introduced in the early ' 90s, the format was floundering till the ATRAC
4.x codec was incorporated about two years ago. Suddenly, mini consumer recorders
with near-CD audio quality flooded the market.
On the bandwagon
The relatively cheap machines suffered from the usual shortcomings of such gear.
Inputs were limited to the usual 1/8-inch minijacks — typically powered for use with
cheap electret microphones — which made it achallenge to attach professional
dynamic mics.

Despite the need for workarounds and compromises, the consumer MD portables
have pushed cassettes and DAT to near extinction. Now, the next wave of professional
MD field recorders could finish the job.
See HHB, page 49

Ron Krauss broadcasts while Don Heidt prepares for his afternoon show at WTKM.
"We've got a worldwide audience
because people can't find this music anywhere else," said Shanahan. "This is niche
radio."
"The Today Show" recently spent three
days at the station and followed its polka
personnel to several remote broadcasts,
giving WTKM alot of publicity. The AP
carried afeature about the renaissance of
polka music on the Hartford station.
WTKM also is aretail operation. Visit
its Web site, or its reception desk, for that
matter, and you will find all manner of polka CDs for sale.
Wondering where to put your hands on
the latest disc from the Goose Island
Ramblers or the Zolka Brothers? This is
the place. The online store has an automated ordering feature, which allows listeners
to click their way to polka heaven.
"We have about 24 people on staff here
and the advertisers love us because they
get results," said Shanahan. "When people
walk into aretail business, they usually
don't mention that they heard their commercial on aspecific radio station, but they
do in our case."
WTKM claims to be an old-fashioned
station. "There used to be alot of live programming and live music in the old days
of radio," said Shanahan. "But so much of
it today is satellite-delivered. We have no
network programming here, and we're live
24 hours aday."
But the station also does a booming
business in the live events arena. "Their

Ron Krauss handles alive talk program
from 9:45 a.m. until noon, covering every
topic from current events to recipes.
"Ron has been here about 18 years,"
said Shanahan. "We have alittle turnover
with our weekend guys, but our main staff
has been pretty stable over the years."
Talent pool
WTKM takes advantage of ayoung talent pool from the local high schools for
fill-in work. Also unlike many bigger stations, the owner of WTKM handles air
shifts, writes and records commercials and
gets involved with listeners. Lopas, who
started with the station at age IS, is leading
atour of rabid polka fans to Hawaii. The
station is not just another "property" to
him— it is his life.
"This type of music was really big in
the '40s and ' 50s," said Micale, "but when
rock ' n' roll started up in about 1955,
polkas waned."
This family-oriented and irrepressibly
happy style of music has had asteady resurgence since the mid- 1980s, according to
Micale, who is seeking apermanent home
for his Wisconsin Polka Hall of Fame. In
1995 listeners donated about $ 18,000 to
help WTKM build a larger transmitter and
double its power to 6kW, according to the
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel. That is what is
called listener loyalty.
When Ken R. tries to dance the polka,
he looks like he's walking up stairs. Reach
him at kenr5367@aol.com
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GearforYourTool Box? Hmmmmm... You Decide!
The CircuitWerkes RP- 1
combines ahigh quality mic
amp with aheadphone amp
in one battery operated
package for extending your
remotes into locker rooms
and other distant locations
OR for testing out lines, etc.
The RP- 1is agreat addition
to your remote setup and its
host of handy features,
including calibrated meter
makes it an incredibly versitile
addition to your station's
arsenal.
Whether you're
doing
news / sports
actualities, general remote
broadcasting or just need a
handy, portable test set, you'll
love the versatile features &
performance of the RP- 1.

Made Easy with the AES-200

best
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Features:

Mic Boom Arms

2Input AES3 Switcher

•We hang with Frasier.

XLR Outputs, 2 BNC Outputs

Howard & Don. they get

Remote Control/Status

noise-free, precision
mic placement

beit7
)

•New model

Uses:
Main/Alt. Transmitter Audio Switching

14199 especially
for studio integrators'

Digital Studio Switcher

*Order from your favorite

Professional Digital Dubbing

dealer today!

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

ALLIED

INDEPENDENT

REPRESENTATION

Email: dbocw@aol.com

THE MOST COMPLETE FM

3716 SW

Place

Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352)335-6555 / fax 380-0230
http://www.circuitwerkes.com

The RP-1's Features Include:
se Headphone amp has avariable level
balanced input and adjustable sidetone
so you can monitor an IFB or cue return
source AND your program audio.
Program bus is fed by balanced mic
preamp and an auxiliary unbalanced line
in each with individual controls.
Built in, variable level, 1kHz, sine wave
calibration oscillator.
10 segment, calibrated, LED metering
switchable to program output or cue input.
Momentary pushbutton switch, user
sellable for cough or PTT.
XLR mic and program output connectors.
>1/4 stereo headphone/cue jack and
3.5mm auxiliary input jack.
Attractive & rugged metal enclosure with
belt dip standard.
Phantom power for condensor rnics.
‘)'-• Two hour+ run time on 9V alk. batteries.
List price is just $299.00

Equipment is in stock for
immediate delivery!

Price $ 1750.00

AND IT'S A GREAT MOD MONITOR TOO!
Complete
proof of
performance
instrument
• Frequency
agile
• Converts
standard XY
scope into a
spectrum
analyzer
The OEI Model 691 Modulation Monitor and Test
Package is a high technology precision instrument that
set a new standard for FM performance measurement
tools. We also manufacture a very comprehensive FM
transmitter Line. Contact OEI today and let us put our
innovations to work for your station. Contact our sales
department at 800-334-9154 ( International 856-7282020) or by e-mail at qeisales@qei-broadcast.com.

CircuitWerkes

EAS

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service

TEST SET AVAILABLE

http://www.qel-broadcast.com
QEI CORPORATION
PO Box 805
Williamstown NJ 08094 USA
800-334-9154\856-728-2020
856-629-1751 Fax

bdi

5Crestview Avenue
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
Tel. ( 914) 737-5032 Fax. ( 914) 736-6916
Website: www.Broadcast-Devices.com

Contact Dave Burns (165) 935-3893

e QE!

Invaluable Remote Broadcast Extension orGreatTest

AES3 Switching And Distribution

Phony

GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
25' W. Unk in St. Athens, Ohio 4501

740-503-3150

FAX 7.'0-592-3898
w'
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• 5two-way RS- 232 inputs outputs for computer, remote signboard & character generator
•6audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs
are transformer isolated from encoder- decoder board

outputs

•Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended
operation
• -4line

40

character

tcn

display with LED backlighting

• 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level. set
input levels
•

handshake with automation equipment

• 2year warranty
• 2minutes of digital audio storage
• 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
• 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs
• BNC titling with ( 0)ohm balanced audio out
tor second transmitter

jimg@gorman-redlich.com

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com

• Also available.. weather radios. antennas Jiff weather radios. cmtal controlled synthesized FM digitally
tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, character generators.

NAIWOAMP SERIESTM Problem Solvers
MIKE, LINE, SUMMING AND DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS
Compact . Low Noise & Distortion . Servo Balanced

Outputs e22dBm . Field or Studio Use . Desk or Rack Mount Kits.

Econco

REBUILT POWER TUBES

•

Ap.

sum ion Stereo to Mono Summing Amplifier
L200
Two Channel Line Buffer & Isolation Amplifier
ML200 Two Channel Microphone to Line Driver

_A-11

AUDIO

4-r
Approximately One Half
the Cost of New

DA103
Line Input to Three Isolated 8 Protected Balanced Line Outputs
DMA103 Microphone XLR Input to Three Isolated XLR Balanced Outputs

Free Brochure Available Upon Request
http://www.atIguys.com

TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

328 W. Maple Avenue • Horsham, PA 19044
800-959-0307 • 215-443-0330 • Fax: 215-443-0394

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee

Please call for quotation
Econco 1318 Commerce Ave.
Phone: 530-662-7553

Woodland, CA 95776

Fax 530-666-7760

Toll Free: 800-532-6626

www.econco.com
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This was in the TV hall, but how
often do you see a purple moose in RW?

John Devecka and Dave Strode of LPB touted their new Silent Eoom,
a mic arm that uses solid extruded alurn4nurn to e:iminate echochamDer effect and flocked springs to kill the twang.

ill never shoot another
sa .
id
film on film. He is using Sony high-definition
digital technology fOr the next Star Wars epic.

George

L
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Roe Under Glass: Charles Roe
can be seen but not heard inside an
Acoustic Systemy; rnoclular control room.

Klotz Digital America acquired Graham-Patten.
Thomas Klotz and Howard Mullinack meet the press.

Up to 64 tracks • More than 4C DSP effects
DirectX*.Support • Crash recovery • Tons of
file formats • Optional MP3 encoder/decoder
Download a demonstration version from

www.ccolecht.com

4
BSI and AudioScience announced soundcards that play
quadruple MP3 files without a software codec.
Ron Burley of BSI shakes on it with Richard Gross,
left, and Stephen Turner of AudioScience.

or call and we'll send a free demo/tutorial CD.
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21602 N. Central Ave., Suite 1
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Phoenix, Arizona 85024
.
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TEL: 623-780-0045
FAX: 623-780-9860

Since 1979 Mager Systems has been designing and fabricating exquisite custom studio furniture
for the broadcast industry nationwide. Our unique
award winning furniture offers true solid wood premium
construction, 3D drawings and design, delivery and installation.
Of course, we still offer our 10 year warranty on solid surface tops exclusively, that will long out last wood edges and laminates. Our quality furniture is very
affordable, and can accommodate every budget from economy to show-

Designed, Fabricated,

place. We know the broadcast industry is changing everyday, so, if you

Delivered and Installed

haven't looked at Mager Systems lately, its time you checked to see what
we have new to offer like Turnkey Prewiring. Call us today and find out

www.magersystems.com

why Mager Systems is the best in sound furniture.

ager@magersystems.com

ANIL

Remote

Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our flexible line of remote access and
control equipment gives you elegantly fuinctional solutions to your control requirements
without the need for custom boxes'.

tools

,

Mee II

DC-8A Dial- Up Remote Control
Controls and monitors 8external devices from any
touch-tone telephone with extremely flexible programmable features.

PSC Programmable Schedule Controller
Stores and controls up to 160 events with Hour/Minutes/Seconds, Day/Montleear, or Day of Week with
Daylight Savings Time correction. 20 SPST relays
ancVor 32 serial custom commands provided.

MSO-8 Control Panel
Provides aconvenient way to add front panel control to our smaller profile products with eight LEDindicator-equipped switches.

Designed for
Broadcasting!
MINI- MIX 8A
$2499
List

otr-w—iirtle=111111111i
SRC- 1616L Serial Remote Control
Equipped with 16 optoisolated and CMOS/TTL compatible inputs and 16- Relay ( Form C) outputs that
may be controlled from ahost computer, or apair of
units can be used in astand-alone configuration
(relay extension cord).

•
MC-16 Telephone Hybrid/Coupler
Full featured telephone line coupler/hybrid provides
32 programs; 32 ASCII strings ( DTMF to ASCII); 64
macros; 16 relays; auto answer; 4-digit access
codes and much more.

MIR

SRC-8Serial Remote Control
The SRC-8provides ameans of adding 8channels of remote control to RF, wireline and fiber type
SIL systems and may also be used with dedicated
modems ; full 8. half duplex models).

BOS, ROS 8 PBB-24 Switch Panels
The BOS offers 12 N.O. dry contact switches with
status LEDs in adesktop panel. The ROS is similar, but in asingle-space rack unit. The PBE1-24
provides 24 momentary buttons that can be programmed to output ASCII character strings.

AEI

SSM Smart Silence Monitor
Monitors any stereo or two independent monaural
sources and generates alarms indicating loss of
carrier when white noise and/or silence is detected.

E-mail: bti@ broadcasttools.com

UI-411 Universal Interface
Perfect for adding logic functions to mechanical
switches/relays, adding remote functions to transmitter controVlogic, detecting phone line "nng", etc.

BROADCAST

Voice: 360 . 854 . 9559
Fax: 360 . 854 . 9479

tools

innovative Problem Solving Tool For Broadcast

REMEMBER THE CORTANA
FOLDED UN/POLE ANTENNA?

WE STILL MAKE IT WITH THE

2Stereo Outputs
1Mono Output

Service 8, Affordable Quality for Over 28 Years

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing and alist of distributors!
Internet: www.broadcasttools.com

12 Stereo Inputs
2Dedicated Mikes

\si
THE RAMSEY PX1
35W FM STEREO EXCITER/TRANSMITTER

AIIIT.GRAM
000 JEIL PC) RA_ ""M X Clblia

1500 Capital Avenue

(972) 424-8585

Plano Texas 75074-8118

1-800-327-6901

FAX ( 972) 423-6334
info@autogramcorp.com

Without Advertising
A Terrible Thing Happens...

SAME HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS
AND WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...
• BROAD BANDWMI for better sound,
• GROUNDED ANTENNA tor lightning & static electricity,
• ELIM I
NATES ISOCOUPLERS in VHF & UHF antenna lines,
• BEST ANTENNA FOR DIRECTION ALARRAYS .
ALSO
DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR
AM COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS, POWER LINES, TANKS
OR ANY METAL STRUCTURE.
FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

•Frequency Agile — 87.5 to 108.0 MHz
ONLY
•Digitally Synthesized PLL
'1795"
•Temperature and VSWR Protected
•120/240/12 VDC Power with Auto Battery Back-up
The PX1 was designed to fill the needs of the low power or community
broadcaster. Set-up and use is fast and simple with just 5buttons to
access all parameters - power, frequency, modulation, and more. The
2- line vacuum fluorescent display gives you "at- aglance" verification of all
important functions. The micro- controller continuously monitors
frequency, temperature, deviation, etc, and makes subtle adjustments
on the fly- like a "virtual" station engineer.
Two balanced inputs (XLR) are provided, as are inputs for SCA and RDS
(BNC) RF Output connection is type " N", output power is adjustable from
1to 35 Watts.
If you're setting up anew station, we also supply corsoles, microphones,
antennas, feedline. and more.

4001 La Plata Hwy

AVCOM-RAMSEY TECHNOLOGIES

Farmington, NM 87401

793 Canning Parkway • Victor, NY 14564

phone 505-327-5646

fax 505-325-1142

Order Toll- Free 800-446-2295
www highpowerfm corn • salesgramseyelectronics.com

...NOTHING

Place your ad here and reach
key broadcast professionals
with purchasing power.
Call your area sales representative
or Simone Mullins 703-998-7600 ext. 154
to request a media kit.
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Al to Earth: Get aLife. Please.
Alan R. Peterson
Finally, after my long hiatus, Iam
returning back to the Fountain of
Despair and Damnation that is radio
and greedily lapping it up.
Oddly enough, during my time in
the penalty box, the ringing in my ears
must have stopped, because Iam hearing something Inever noticed before.
A lot of folks Ihave associated with
in the past that have either done radio
or still have ashow somewhere cannot
help but turn on that rrrraaaadi0000
voiiiice even when there is no mic in
the room.
Why have Inever noticed it before?
And why do Inow find it grating?
Granted, a lot of us got into the biz
because we wanted a shot at low- risk
stardom, or just enjoyed the wonderment of having thousands of ears tune
in to our every word. But there is quite
the sizable camp of folks that either
love their voices so much, or just forgot how to speak the Queen's English,
that the on- air light is on over their
heads 24/7.
It is nice to know we can turn it off
when we want to. We just have to want
to turn it off.
Off to Pennsy
By way of Pennsylvania, let me tell
you what Iam talking about.
Ihave always enjoyed ashared passion for radio and acting. During a
two-year stay in Harrisburg, Idivided
my day between the production studio
of WNNK(FM) and three different
theater companies at night.
When Ileft the Keystone State in
1995. Icould boast having done a
whopping nine plays in those two
years.
Many parallels were observed
between my paired interests — preparation ( show prep vs. learning one's
lines and blocking), the performance
(on- air vs. on-stage) and the critique
(the PD's office for aircheck dissection vs. crummy newspaper reviews).

talked
about
boating
on
the
Susquehanna River, or the ones planning kitchen retrofits or starting adult
guitar lessons.
Spam, Spam, Spam ...
Ihave often heard that actors and
DJs are among the most insecure,
messed- up people around. But to me,
the performers that left it in the dressing room were more interesting, more
real and a lot more relatable to my
way of living than those stylized
British accents rehashing the Spam
song for the thousandth time.

great set of pipes." So they decided to
talk the same way 24 hours aday.
Fortunately, spotting them from afar
does not take an advanced psych
degree.
They sidle up to the attractive young
lady at the supermarket checkout and
out of nowhere say, " Hey, wassup?
Ever listen to Mix-96? Ido middays
there," with achoked laugh at the end
that drips with phony bonhomie.
They answer their home phone with
the same sneer, vocal tic or dropped
octave reserved for the mic at work.
When asked for driving directions,

at the DJ conference and intensive
workshop. Iwent there too. Every
waking moment of your life should be
geared toward making your show the
best thing on the air.
I don't want you to stop, but I
would like you to put it in perspective
for amoment.
What if your washing machine
repairman came to your house and
talked of nothing but pulleys and solenoids all morning? How would you
feel an hour into the conversation?
Ever spend more than a day with a
Trekkie? Not a Trekker who goes for
the philosophy angle, but a Trekkie
who owns his own Tribble and gives
the entire group a bad reputation.
After the seventh or eighth "I'm a
doctor, not a ..." gag, you'll be out of
there.

Just a job
Please remember, it's a passion,
yes, but it is still ajob. I'm begging
you: Enjoy alife, your own.
Read USA Today without scissors
If you own Tribbles you might be aTrekkie.
nearby. Walk the Adirondack Trail
without phoning in reports. Take manthey provide them in a timbre best
Good and successful performers
suited for aplanetarium soundtrack.
dolin lessons. Buy a loud shirt. Cook
have to be ready to show the world
When standing angrily in line at a lasagna from scratch.
"what they got" at any moment. And it
Push yourself away from the
customer service window, they cannot
is always good to have aroutine stuck
Internet for a day. Forget the garage
help but scream what station they
in your back pocket when the man
trade out and change your own oil.
work for, as if it will earn them special
behind the desk says, " So what do you
Take avacation where nobody can find
do?" But even the best of them dials it
consideration.
you for the whole week. Learn to
And the effect only becomes ampliback when it is time to reenter the real
speak to your children and not annnfied when complemented.
world.
Prove it for yourself. Mention to a nnounce to them.
Iam fairly confident that Alan Alda
Make real friends, not just acquainweekender who seems a little more
did not perform surgery on soldiers
tances, associates or fans. Hang out
puffed up about him or herself than
once he got home from filming
others what a great voice he or she
with people you can burp with. Meet
M*A*S*H. Likewise, Moe Howard
people that listen to other stations and
has. You will hear their " thank you"
don't memorize your incredible bits
pronounced in a way that does not
and breaks to recite back to you.
commonly occur in nature.
Some weekend this summer, go to
Every waking moment becomes
the park or the zoo with the family and
fodder for " the show." A messy accileave the cassette deck and station
dent changing the baby becomes a bit
jacket home. Those two days are
for " the show." Dropping off a video
Hang out with people
yours, so be you for a change and not
rental after hours and trying to avoid
abillboard.
the charges becomes material for "the
Talk to the teenager behind the
show."
counter in your soft voice, not your
Real life ceases to exist for these
folks. A jock staggers through exis100- percent from- the- diaphragm bellow, when buying ice pops for the
tence observing it through a keyhole
gang.
more than living it. When anything
To the insecure — and who in radio
happens, the first thought is, "How can
isn't — this sort of change may be catIuse this in the show?"
astrophic. Nobody wants to be told to
Ihave nothing but admiration for
did not poke strangers in the eye after
divert from what they have been doing
successful air- talent that put in the
the Stooges wrapped for the day.
for so long. And that is not my aim. I
effort to make the show successful
Imust hold this observation up
just need to ask you: Remember what
and to promote the station as much as
against what I have seen in some
you were like before radio? Was that
can be tolerated. But the broadcasters
broadcasters Iknow. When the mic is
really so awful?
Iadmire the most know when to turn
turned off, they stay on. The voice, the
It's okay to be that again.
it off.
swagger, the ' tude, the need to feed
Al Peterson is chief engineer for the
Yes, this much attention to one's
"The Show."
Washington campus of the Connecticut
performance is what makes them winAt one time, this was the sole
School of Broadcasting, and provides
ners. Unfortunately, it also makes
behavior of the "puker" jock, hopefulthem deathly uninteresting. And I creative and technical support to the
ly the guy none of us grew up to be,
syndicated Greaseman Show.
but there are many more today than I don't care to know my trip to K- Mart
He also just learned the word " bonto return aclock radio will be abit for
previously thought.
homie" and couldn't wait to use it in
Somewhere in that jock's past,
tomorrow's morning show.
Friends, Iknow what they told you
he/she was told, " Man, you have a
print.

Make real friends.

•

you can burp with.

But something interesting happened
once the stage was cleared and the
afternoon jock yielded to the evening
jock: More often than not, it was the
actor who knew when to turn it off.
Granted, not a lot of them could.
After a performance, a few of us used
to go out for drinks and pizza after a
show. Some members would gravitate
together and recite lines or melodies
from favorite plays and dramas, or
recreate impromptu Monty Python bits
already 30 years old ( which, sorry to
say, gets less funny to me every year).
Ipreferred to sit with the gang that
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Soon...
on your
PC.

THE COST EFFECTIVE
ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE
SERVICE, REPAIR 8d.

SPECIALIZING IN

CALIBRATION

EQUIPMENT BY

•STL's • RPU's • TSL's

•Belar • Marti
•Moseley

•Exciters • Optimods

•McMartin

•AM/FM Monitors
•Remote Control Systems

•TFT
•And others...

WE ALSO PROVIDE
Free, over-the- phone technical assistance
PCL 505 Certification
World's Quickest,
Easiest Phone Editor

.

TECHNICAL SERVICE

AUDION

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527

(541) 471-2262

HA- 1Hybrid Adapter

HANDSE
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HA- 1HYBRID ADAPTE

The HA- I Hybrid Adapter allows you to use
your favorite broadcast hybrid with almost any
telephone — old, new, single line, multi- line, etc.
Since the HA- lhooks up through your telephone
instrument's handset connector, no connection to
the telephone line is needed. With the HA- I's

SIL loaner/rentals

metier—

txtatibur Ciettronite

206.842.5202

www.voxpro.net

AM ANTENNA SYSTEMS
Rebuilder of Quality Tubes Since

Antenna Tuning Units
Transmitter Combiners

1940.

front panel push-button out, your telephone functions normally. With the button pushed in, the
handset is disconnected and your hybrid is now
on line; nothing could be simpler or easier. The
performance of your hybrid will be the same as it
would be if hooked up directly to aC.O. line.
EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA
Call your favorite radio broadcast dealer todav tie Euyilibur products!

POWER
AMPLIFIERS

75412 Highway 15
Covington, II 70435 U.S.A.
1-800-624-7626
wwwfreelond-inc.com
[-mail freeland-inc.com@freelond-mc.com

Folded Unipole Antennas
Diplexers, Triplexers
RF Components

CI •

LBA antenna systems will improve
your efficiency, performance and
reliability.

THE COST EFFECTIVE
ROAD TO POWER TUBES
SAVE ABOUT 50%
OFF NEW TUBE PRICES

Our products are designed

and built to international standards.
Call LBA Technology for RF systems
and excellent technical service.

800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279
Fax 252-752-9715
Email: lbatech@lbagroup.com
or Contact Our Representatives Worldwide
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LBATechnology,Inc.
PO Box 8026 GreenvIlle NC 2783bUSA

35 YEARS OF WORLDWIDE
ENGINEERING SERVICES
An LBA Grouo

• Eliminate flanging ( hollow room) effect
• Eliminate bad room acoustics

AIRcorp 500PH
Microphone Processor

• Hold absolute levels
•Correct voice symmetry

• Front panel input
level select +4 to -50 dB

Model 10/3000
• DE-ESSER designed to protect

•Three section variable

pre-emphasis curves

boost and cut equalization

10 watts in. 30011 waits outguaraniced. ; 8" LIA Flange connector
Harmonic Filter
Broadband, no tuning
Single-phase 190-265Vae ra 30A

• Compander/Expander cross coupled
for maximum punch
• Built-in earphone jack

AIR corp.

•Simultaneous mic level and line level
outputs
• Internal 48 Vdc Phantom Supply

Call your dealer
or call 972-304-0455 or fax: 972-304-0550

VSWR toldlxi•:k
Remote On-Ott Clain Control
At-a- glance status indicators

IIses the same modules we have been suppl .
sing for years to Ilattis and Continental
Weighs loss than 300 lbs, no chassis weighs more than 75 lbs. one person can install

fiSilicon Valley

POWER

AMPLIFIERS
The RF Peoole

Ph: 408 986 9700 Toll free: 800 986 97011 Fax: 408 986 1438
r- mail: sal, assria.com

V1rbsitr: Is IS VI.NS,El.COM
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HHB
Continued from page 43

When Ireceived word about the work
HHB was doing developing what is now
the MDP500 PortaDisc, Iwas invited to
offer my "fantasy specs" for the concept.
Although the reality does not quite
live up to that wish list, HHB has created a sturdy, serviceable field
recorder that stands equal to its sibling, the now-discontinued PortaDAT.
The company doesn't consider this a
direct replacement for the PortaDAT;
it says it is bringing its ideas behind
field equipment to awider market.
The MDP500 has a familiar feel. It
is about the same size as professional
DAT and cassette recorders. The layout and feel of the controls are likewise comparable.
Controls and connections
The transport controls and an integrated speaker/mic are on the top with
an LCD screen and additional controls
on the front. The right side has all the
I/O connectors including three digital
formats — two S/PDIF with both RCA
and optical connectors and aUSB port
— analog balanced XLR inputs and
RCA line outs, plus a 1/4- inch headphone jack and a connector for a
remote control.
The biggest difference between this
and other units is the slot for MD
media on the left side. The back holds
the eight "AA" cell battery pack. Fully
loaded with batteries, the 10 x 2 x 7inch package weighs about 4.5 lbs.
The demo unit.seemed rugged and
robust. With few moving parts, nothing rattles when you give it a shake.
The unit comes in a kit with AC
adapter, a set of high-capacity NiMH
batteries and an extra battery holder. A
car adapter kit is available.
When the MDP500 is put to use, the
design shines. The transport controls
have a nice "click." Fingers can feel
that the connection has been made.
A "keyhold" button disengages other controls and protects against accidentally stopping asession while making a recording. The front controls
offer a similar lock feature with the
recording level adjustment.

attenuator and high-pass filter.
Altogether, there is a plethora of
options here, making this quite customizable to exploit the unit's capabilities of the MD format. What I
like most is that the control
design here doesn't rely
entirely
on
clicking
through menus.
Under the display,
three buttons on the
front- panel control
selections on the
options presented
above.

PortaDisc Hooked Up to Cool Edit Pro
This can save alot of fumbling.
Another thoughtful feature shows
an understanding of how field
recorders are used in real- life settings
like anewsroom operation.
Reporters are not stuck with having
to reset their preferences when sharing
the unit with others. The internal
memory stores five configurations of
presets and options so that everyone
can have it their way without hassles.
The included carrying case has clear
panels to access transport and frontpanel controls as well as to monitor
levels on the LCD. The case comes
with a handy pouch to store black
discs, cables and other assorted items.
The only alteration Iwould suggest
would be in the design of the flap over
the I/O. To get an XLR mic cable and

aUSB audio device. Ijust changed the
device option on the audio editor of
choice on the computer and it was
easy to record directly from the disc.
The advantage of USB over the
S/PDIF or even analog outs is that you
don't need a soundcard to load
recordings. On my original
wish list, the USB connector would read
the MiniDisc as
a data drive
— just drop
and drag the
audio into the
DAW in seconds.
That would get
past the real-time
playback bottleneck
so problematic when
covering time- sensitive stories. One
HHB representative at the AES
show
in
Los
Angeles last fall
indicated that future
versions may have a
4x read speed through
the USB port.
The fact is that MD
is probably not wellsuited to this kind of
use anyway. Sony
dropped efforts to
use MD as a data
format — something of a comThr
petitor to ZIP drives — several
years ago. It seems
that MD has inherently slow access
times.
Even though USB connectivity here
does not allow better than real-time
playback, it should be aboon to those
working on Macs, particularly iMacs.
A portable iMac and a PortaDisc
would make anice combo for the traveling broadcast journalist. Ditto for
USB-equipped Windows- based laptops, too. Not having to add a pricey
pro audiocard is areal savings.
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Product Capsule:
HHB MDP500
PortaDisc

Thumbs Up
IControls are thought

out well

= ./ Extensive I/O options
-

— Thumbs Down
USB connection only 1x
Case flap for connections
could be better designed
List price starts at SI545

For more information contact HHB USA in •
California at ( 310) 319-1Ill, fax ( 31(14 :
319-1311 or visit the Web site at
mivw.hhbusa.com

The MDP500's ATRAC 4.5 sounded just fine in both stereo and mono.
As usual, the depth of ATRAC stereo
seems a bit shallow to my ears.
Typically, Iuse the mono settings anyway to extend the length of voice- only
recordings.
Battery life
With an estimated batiery life of up
to three hours on a charge, that will
just cover the 160 minutes maximum
on asingle disc.
Speaking of sound quality, this was
another one of my " dream" criteria.
When better ATRAC versions are
developed, you usually are married to
the outdated one.
It would be nice to design this with
an upgradable chip containing the
codec so that the investment in all the
other hardware can be extended as
MD's quality improves.
HHB is definitely on the mark with
the MDP500. Though a first- generation pro MD recorder, it shows adeep
appreciation for what is needed for
fieldwork. The PortaDisc should
quickly become the pro MiniDisc of
choice much as the PortaDAT was
when DAT ruled.

ctrdo

24- bit Analog I/0 • 24/96 Digital I/O
Balanced XLR Connections

"Sonically, the Lynx0NE is
top quality. Easy install
and crash free operation...
offers I/O and sync options
professionals expect.
One could use this card
for a big- buck master
session or block- buster
movie' without any
reservations."
-P-oAudio Review
April 2000

"Ifs extremely
clean, very clear,
and amazingly
accurate.
Rock solid with a
wide range of
programs."

PortaDisc I/O Connections
The rest of the front-panel controls
cover a range of options. The setup
button takes care of basics such as setting the onboard clock to timestamp
recordings; setting the contrast on the
LCD screen and controlling whether
the LCD reads in peak- hold format.
The system button sets threshold
levels for the auto- start recording/cutoff capabilities as well as a variety of
additional options. The input button
selects which elements of the I/O are
initialized including phantom power,
automatic gain control, a limiter,

-Reo rding Magazine
Februan, 2000

headphone plug in, you have to open
the side's Velcro- enclosed flap. It
would be better if smaller panels
opened to access just the XLRs and
the headphone. Otherwise, this unnecessarily exposes all the connectors.
Hear to believe
Back in the studio, the audio can be
offloaded to a computer through the
USB port. The process of connecting
the MDP500 to my Windows 2000
workstation was ano-brainer.
The operating system identified it as

49

"The Lynx0NE is an
excellent mastering
card in terms of sound
quality and flexibility.
Suitable for today's
profesElonal studio."
AUDIO QUALITY: 5 [out of 5I1
-E.ectronic Musician
August 1999

Lynx Studio Technology, Inc.
1048 IRVINE AVE. #468. NEWPORT BEACH. CA 92660 ph.949.515.8265 • www.lynxstudio.com/rw

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
ACOUSTICS

Russco 5055 audio board, needs
work, $250. Eric or James, Adelman
Comm,
731
N Balsam
St,
Ridgecrest CA 93555. 760-3711700.

Want to Sell

nIco

nuTs-ti'csFirst"
Z.111111-71111-211811

Full product line for sound

Want to Buy

Í
control & noise elimination.

Yamaha BP-2 bass generator
schematic & any literature on this unit.
www.acou sticsti rst.com
__
Manual a plus. Bob Meuse, Muse
Audio Arts, 191 E El Camino Real
AMPLIFIERS
#209, Mtn View CA 94040. 650-9692433 or museaudioartseaol.com.
Want to Sell

Radio Systems DA16 audio
distribution amp, $225. Steve, Bay
Country Bdct Equip, FOB 523,
Chase MD 21207. 877-722-1031.

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Digilink Ill Systems (
2), complete
with cables & manuals. Currently
operating & will be available on April
1, 2001. Contact Angie Sugalski,
WCN, POB 444. Spartanburg SC
29304. 888-989-2299.

ANTENNAS/
TOINE RS/CABLES
Want to Sell
Dielectric 3-5/8" motorized four
port coaxial switch . Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497.
Email: contcommefiastl.ne1-

LPFM ANTENNAS

$95!

Andrew L44-N 1/2" connectors (8),
new, $20 ea; Andrew 87-R 1-5/8"
connectors ( 24), $ 125 ea. Cliff
Bryson,
93
Robinhood
Dr,
p Cranberry Twp PA 16066. 724-7765204.

3db gain single bay
fmbroadcasters.com
345' of Andrews 1-5/8" foam
transmission line. Brand new with 2
ground kits installed, never put into
RF use. Includes 2 EIA 1-5/8"
connectors. Mike Laird, 580-2260421 orKristopher Hoopes, 580467-0288, Chuckie Broadcasting
Co, 1205 Northglen, Ardmore OK
73402.
Phelps-Dodge CP-1000, 4-bay FM
antenna, power divider needs work,
$100 + shpg. John Russin, The
Keyed
Up
Communications
Co/WIIS-FM, 3808 W Park Road,
Hollywood FL 33021. 954-9669040.
AM Ground Systems
Reliable, On- time Installation
Quality Workmanship
P Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999

Antenna/transmitter switches, EF
Johnson # 145-102-13, 40 amps,
used, BO. Cliff Bryson, 93
Robinhood Dr, Cranberry Twp PA
16066. 724-776-5204.
Arrakis Digilink II automation
system with connections for 2
workstations,
includes
CD
controller, $2500. John Russin, The
Keyed
Up
Communications
Co/WIIS-FM, 3808 W Park Road,
Hollywood FL 33021. 954-9669040.

Tower phasor (
2) for directional
AM. Also (2) ATU's for AM/440. Also
looking to buy tower monitors. Mike,
518-725-1108.

PRODUCTION

Radio Systems RS- 18 with power
supply A+ condition, very little use,
extra engraved buttons, lamp &
connectors, $4000. Casey, Iron Dog
Productions, 620-727-1177.

Sony MDS-JE320 mini-disc player,
like new. $ 150. Al Campagnone,
WNRK, 496 Walther Rd, Box 8152,
Newark DE 19702. 302-737-5200.
COMPLETE

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTERMNTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE
-LEASE OPTIONS-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

a terrible thing
\i/\__

happens...

To advertise, call
703-998-7600, ext. 154.

ElectroVoice 644 spot, chrome,
like new in box, hi/lo, $200. Gene
Whittenberger,
Whittenberger
Studio, FOB 396, Mexico IN 46958.
765-985-2224.
Shure SM7 mics ( 2), $400/both. Al
Campagnone, WNRK. 496 Walther
Rd, Box 8152, Newark DE 19702.
302-737-5200.

vi YES!
Space is available!
Call 703-998-7600. est 154
to advertise in

Rodia World
LIMITERS/
AUDIO PROCESSING

M.S.I. CP-803 composite dipper, $685.
Steve, Bay Country Bdct Ea, ROB
523, Chase MD 21207. 877-722-1031.
Macromod Panaxis compressor/limiter,
works well, $100. Gene Whittenberger,
Whittenberger Studio, FOB 396, Mexico
IN 46958. 765-985-2224.
Marti STL-10, 2 transmitters, 1
receiver, like new, $2250 or will
separate; Celljack, $ 125; Motorola
bagphones, $20 ea. Dan Smith,
KANR, 2120 N Woodlawn #334,
Wichita KS 67208. 316-652-9275.
Orban 9100A Optimod-AM, $500.
Al Campagnone, WNRK, 496
Walther Rd, Box 8152, Newark DE
19702. 302-737-5200.

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Want to Sell
Used Mod Monitors, McMartin &
Belar. Many to choose from, tuned
& calibrated on your frequency, full
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent. 402-4931886.
GEI 691/01 FM modulation monitor,
test set, $2400. Steve, Bay Country
Bdct Equip, FOB 523, Chase MD
21207. 877-722-1031.
RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS
Want to Sell

RCA 77-DX, 44-BX, KU-3A's, WE639's, On-Air & recording lights
wanted, top dollar paid! 615-352-3456,
FAX:
615-352-1922.
E-mail:
billbryantmgmt@home.com.
Neuman, RCA, Shure, AKG, Beyer,
others 1950-1990. Tim Coffman,
858-571-5031.

REMOTE
EQUIPMENT
RENTAL
Silver Lake Audio
(516) 763-1776
silverlakeaudio.com

Marti STL-10 stereo STL with
combiners, $3895. Steve, Bay
Country Bdct Equipment, FOB 523,
Chase MD 21207. 877-722-1031.
Citan Optirnod 8100A with 6-band
limiter, $3200; CAL AGC-400, sec-400,
BAP-2000. $2500 or will separate. Dan
Smith, KANR, 2120 NWcodlawn #334,
Wchita KS 67208. 316-652-9275.

STARGUIDE RECEIVER SOLUTIONS
FOR ALL YOUR SWITCHING NEEDS
Contact Designer Electronics
540-373-4640
www.designerelectronics.com
WATKINS
JOHNSON
8618B
premium Digital monitor receiver
with built-in panoramic display.
Frequency Range 0.5 to 500 mHz
with 100 Hz resolution. AM, FM, CW,
SSB, PLS modes. Many options.
From $2550. RF Enterprises, 415332-3905, rf-ent(aworldnet.atinet.

Hotlines

FU Exciters

ZetiliTts

STI's

NU'S

FM For Nips

Audio

Test Equipaent

MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell

Want to Sell
Alesis 3630 stereo compressor/Gate.
Great shape, little use, $ 150 +shpg.
Joel Block, The Production Block, 906
E5th St, Austin TX 78702. 512-4728975.

MONITORS

Want to Buy

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Want to Buy

NOTHING.

Want to Sell

Soundworkshop 40 for parts. Art
Polhemus, Excalibur, 750 8th Ave,
New York NY 10036. 212-302-9010.

Want to Sell
Auratone 5-C cube speakers.
Standard of the industry, very good
condition, $ 70/pair + shpg. Joel
Block, The Production Block, 906 E
5th St, Austin TX 78702. 512-4728975.

MICROPHONES

Want to Buy

CRL PMC 300 peak mod controller,
APP
300
audio
preparation
processor, SEP 400 special energy
processor, BO. Cliff Bryson, 93
Robinhood Dr, Cranberry Twp PA
16066. 724-776-5204.

Want to Sell

Urei, Universal Audio, dbx,
Collins, RCA, Gates. Tim Coffman,
858-571-5031.

GOLDEN MIKE ORIGINAL AWARDS
WANTED. PAYING TOP DOLLAR!
615-352-3456, fax: 615-352-1922,
email: billbryantmgmtahome.com

CD PLAYERS

Without advertising,
AUDIO

Tascam M-1016 rack- mount 16input console with 3- band EQ,
phantom power. Nice board, low
usage, 16x2. $300 + shpg. Joel
Block, The Production Block, 906 E
5th St, Austin TX 78702. 512-4728975.

Valley
People
610
compressor/expander, great shape,
$300 + shpg. Joel Block, The
Production Block, 906 E 5th St,
Austin TX 78702. 512-472-8975.

-EMERGENCY RENTALS-

Want to Buy

Harris executive rotary 10 pot in
good condition with all power &
program amps, $300. Joe Garcia,
WGNU, 265 Union Blvd, St Louis
MO 63108. 314-454-6660.

Vacuum capacitors (
various), fixed
&variable, call for values, BO. Cliff
Bryson,
93
Robinhood
Dr,
Cranberry Twp PA 16066. 724-7765204.

FACILITIES
RCA 1970's antenna, bays tuned
to 94.1, in working condition when
removed after frequency change.
Walter Stair, WCTU, POB 215,
Tazewell TN 37879. 423-626-7145.

CONSOLES
Want to Sell

ROTRON BLOY/ERS AND PLATE BLOOCERS,
new 8 rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA,
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164 ,
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821
I

103.9/104.9 combiner filter in
good condition, $ 1500. Eric or
James, Adelman Comm, 731 N
Balsam St, Ridgecrest CA 93555.
760-371-1700.
Fidelipac On Air recording lights
(3), $ 75 ea. Cliff Bryson, 93
Robinhood Dr, Cranberry Twp PA
16066. 724-776-5204.
BAY COUNTRY
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE

RECORDERS
Want to Sell
OtaniMX 50 r-rrecorders (2), very nice
condrtion, $350 ea +shpg. Joel Block,
The Production Block, 906 E 5th St,
Austin TX 78702. 512-472-8975.
Otan i MX 5050 2 track master
recorder. Heads recently replaced.
Very nice shape. Remote, $450
+shpg. Joel Block, The Production
Block, 906 E 5th St, Austin TX
78702. 512-472-8975.
VIF
Hold Down Knobs
Pressure Rollers
Motor Rebuilding

Your # 1 Source For
Quality Used Radio
Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List On Line At:
http://www.baycountry. com Or
Call Md We Will Fax It To You.
7117

Olivia Rd

Baltimore MD

Toll Free

877-722-1031

21220

FAX 786-513-0812
E-mail info@baycountry corn
Member of BBB

Radio Systems TM611 studio
timers, BO. Cliff Bryson, 93
Robinhood Dr, Cranberry Twp PA
16066. 724-776-5204.
Want to Buy
TURNTABLES,
PREAMPS,
TONEARMS. 612-869-4963.
Check out our web site!

-ND Online-

Studer A80, 24 track, 10K; Ampex
440, 2track, $500; Studer PR99, 2
track, $ 500.
Art
Polhemus,
Excalibur Studio, 750 8th Ave, New
York NY 10036. 212-302-9010.
Teac W-505R cassette deck, auto
reverse with dubbing, $ 100. Al
Campagnone, WNRK, 496 Walther
Rd, Box 8152, Newark DE 19702.
302-737-5200.
REMOTE

&

MICROWAVE
Want to Sell
Comrex Nexus, like new, very little
use,
complete
with
original
packaging and manual, ISDN
codec, $ 1900. David Bresnahan,
Box 1168, W Jordan UT 84084.
801-562-5362.

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
SATELLITE
C/Ku
www.daveswebshoo.com.

gear,

Sedal AD4595 satellite receiver,
excellent condition, $ 1000. Eric or
James, Adelman Comm, 731 N
Balsam St, Ridgecrest CA 93555.
760-371-1700.
SOFTWARE/
DATABASES
Want to Sell
Symetrix
71-101
telephone
interface ( 3), all in very good shape,
$100/ea + shpg. Joel Block, The
Production Block, 906 E 5th St,
Austin TX 78702. 512-472-8975.
TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CD's
Want to Sell
Fidelipac Greys, 1000 cads, lengths
from 30 sec to 7min, take 500 or more &
will throw in cat tape & windef, 3/$1. Joe
Garcia, WGNU, 265 Union Blvd, St Louis
MO 63108. 314-454-6660.
Shure BC90 cartridges (2), broadcast
quality with diamond styli 0.4 x 0.7
elliptical tip, stereo. F Yonker, Penn
State Univ, 1229 Inverary Pl, State
College
PA
16801.
email:
vonker12290home.com.
Save Adult Music Standards, on
tape. 20 reels, music of 80's, $200.
Al Campagnone, WNRK, 496
Walther Rd, Box 8152, Newark DE
19702. 302-737-5200.1
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TRANSMITTERS

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

Bellatine
Labs
model
314
electronic voltmeter, cord cut, $20;
NRI model 12 vacuum tube
voltmeter, $25. Will Dougherty, WLD
Recording, Music Valley, At 1, Box
1548, Mill Spring MO 63952. 573998-2681.

BE FM-30, 30KW FM. Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497.
Email: contcommafiastine(.
Continental 315-R "
Power Rock" Rise
modulated 5KW AM transmitter.
Continental Communications. 314-6644497. Email: contoomrnefiasti.net.

Beier
BW95A
subcarrier
modulation monitor, mod meter
glass broken, BO. Cliff Bryson, 93
Robinhood Dr, Cranberry Twp PA
16066. 724-776-5204.

Harris MW- 10-B,
10KW pulse
modulated AM transmitter. Continental
Communcabons. 314-664-4497. Email:
contoommefiastl net
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals

Deter FM RF amp, Belar AM RF amp,
for mod monitors, BO. Cliff Bryson, 93
Robinhood Dr, Cranberry Twp PA
16066. 724-776-5204.

FM Exciters -STLs FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

Moseley SCD8 185 kHz subcarner
demodulator, new, BO. Cliff Bryson,
93 Robinhood Dr, Cranberry Twp
PA 16066. 724-776-5204.

SCMS Inc 1800) 438-6040

"You Know We Know Radio"
Harris MW-50-B 50KW pulse
modulated AM xmtr. Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497.
Email: contcommefiasenet.

Want to Buy
Potomac FIM 41 in good condition.
Mike. 518-725-1108.

Bext 500 watt FM transmitter,
tunable,
excellent
condition,
$4500/firm. Eric or James, Adelman
Comm,
731
N Balsam St,
Ridgecrest CA 93555. 760-3711700.

Radio World.

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
CCA " Lil Rascal" 2500 watt FM
transmitter tuned to 103.9 + 1 for
parts, $2500. Eric or James,
Adelman Comm, 731 N Balsam St,
Ridgecrest CA 93555. 760-3711700.
Collins 828C-1. 1980, 1KW AM
1140 transmitter in great shape,
with 16 tubes as spares, $5000/130.
Carl Ford, Ford Broadcasting, POB
8146, Kannapolis NC 28083. 704857-1101.
CSI 25 kW for T-3-F1 & T-25-F2.
Removed 9/00 due to upgrade.
TPO of 25.3KW on 90.5 mHz. Well
maintained, $ 12,000.
Michael
Raley, Bible Broadcasting Network,
8630 Aaron Ridge Blvd, Charlotte
NC 28273. 704-523-5555.
Max Pro #1 hobby transmitter,
stereo 0-5 watts, PLL frequency, like
new, $375. Gene Whittenberger,
Whittenberger Studio, POB 396,
Mexico IN 46958. 765-985-2224.

1KW

300W

FM

1988 Harris FALIOOK Solid State - Single Phase

1KW

FM

1981 Harris FM 1K • Single Phase

1KW

FM

1968 Harris FM 1H - Single Phase

1KW

FM

1978 RCA BTF 1E1

2.5KW

FM

1984 Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1980 Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

2.5KW FM 1976 Collins 8310 Single Phase
3.8KW

FM

1994 Continental 814J Solid State

5KW

FM

1967 Collins 830E

5KW

FM

1985 BE FM5A

6KW

FM

1994 Henry 6000D

10KW

FM

1974 Harris FM1OH K

S

SOC

I

AI.

s

Consulting
Communications

•EMC Test Iairt CC and Itiro x-an

EXPERTS IN:
TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure

210 S. Main St.. Tniensese, WI 53092. (282) 242-5000. FAX (252) 242-8045
htlp://wvotevansassoc.coin

T Z. Sawyer
Technical Consultants
AM-FM-TV-LPTV
• FOC Applit.arron. & bald., • Frequerh)

MUNN-REESE, INC.

Broadcast Etwineering
Consultànts

AM - FM - TV

• Expenniental Authinuarron.

• (1.1.

• AM Dirdoional Anromr.

• STL Applicigron.

• High Power Ardenna Array,

• SLIM* Inspechon•

tr

Mambo, AFCCE

1-301-913-9287

P.O. Box 220, 100 Airport Dr.
Coldwater, MI 49036
517-278-7339 or Fax 517-278-6973

FAX 111/1011-5744
Riser Rd. &MO.

MD 2r18,„}

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Full Service From Allocatkm I,,
Operation AM/FMTIV/Al IX Serviscs
Reid Work;Antenna and
Facilities Design
Over 35 years engineering
and consulting experience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

www.grahambrock.com

1-800-797-1338

PC -

SOFTWATiil

AM FM TV Search Programs
Signal Mapping-STL Paths
RF)AZ-US Census PopCount
FAA Tower-Draw Tower
Doug Vernier
Engineering Consultant x

eoft

1600 Picturesque Drive V
Cedar Falls IA 50613

si ayneamunn-reese.com

800- 743- DOUG

R. MoRGAN BURROW, RE.

MULLANEY ENGINEERING. INC
Consulting Engineers

ELASSOCIATES, P.C.
ALLOCATION STUDIES

FIELD WO6KASPECIAUTY
•AM üllet11011ii
4 -Me.
denia adsistment. & other mea.
,, ,easurernent & proof • Firmly nspectus.
• ,',ADI-IAZ measure
PutChaTefInSoranCe
merits RADiation
OurPOSeS
IAZard evaluation • (ATV Leakage Tel,

OSM

weesereewels

-Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
-Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS,MMDS,ITFS/OFS)
-Environmental Radiation Analysis
-Field Work
Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.com

Communications Technologies. Inc.

Market Analysis

else/male

Engineering Soft u are
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full- color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

www.datass oild.com

800-368-5754

info ri ( 1:1t111% 61 .1(1.4.a)na
fax: 301-656-53-11

Broadcast Engineering Consultants
AM FM TV LPTV
Cellular/PCS Site Analysis

•

P.O. Box 1130. Marlton, NJ 08053
Phone: ( 856) 98548)77
Fax: ( 856) 985-8(24
Internet: commtechrf.com

Aar

gr

System One Communications
Broadcast Constructors & Consultants
Houston, Texas

888-625-5649
AM- FM Site Construction

Specialists
Complete Tower Service

Antenna & Transmission

Line Diagnostics
Custom Studio Designs &

FM APPLICATIONS • $ 1199
LPFM APPLICATIONS • $748
,L
PEA,leo

ncludes freq. search!)

Amendments & Upgrades
Field Work • Site Construction
MX Resolutions • Petitions
î Coverage
39--Maps • $
1

MBC Consulting
(800) 219-7461
www.mbcradio.org/consulting

M Celenza
Communications Consultants

Laura M. Mizrahi

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2. 215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

e-mail: link@surcom.com web: www.surcom.com

TV-$550: LPTV-$550: FM-$250.

...country,
top
40,
news,
urban, talk, jazz, the classics,
mixed bag...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen
kkannapoliseworldnetattnet

UMW

AM Freq Searches-Call for quote
Applications, Amendments
& Upgrades
Antenna Structure Registration.
Field Work Avail

Clarence M. Beverage

FROM STOCK

Furniture

FREQUENCY SEARCH• $199

631-928-0077
Fax: 631-928-1905

FASTER...
MORE ACCURATE MIS COVERAGE
•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

Save Time &

Money!

Call us for your

Broadcast Equipment need!.
We provide Studio & Transmitter packages

New & pre- owned equipment
AM, FM, LPTV

530-542-2591
Your Solution to Broadcast Equipment requirements!

COMMUNICATIONS
n us on the the web at www.radosoft.com
J9West Knapp A •
Edgewater FL 386)426-2521

mg

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

MICA CAPACITORS

Fax ( 763) 785•41{31

8899 Hastings SI NE, Minnt•apolis, MN 15449 176.0 78S-41 I s).

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

CORNELL-DUBILIER
a

E-rnalé: ktioaowleng4orn

transcorn@frnamtv.com

-

• [ written( y• Searches and Coordination
•AM.FM•CATV-ITES4Prl

FCC Applications • Design • Feld Emmert% • Tower Oesuning
Upgrade a Relocapon Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning 8 Proof

1981

VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO:

Applif Minns and Field Engineering

•I

1976

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

Engineers

AM
AM
AM

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

CONSULTANTS
oibi.oftl 91 EVANS

Harris MW1
Harris MW1A
1KW
1981
Collins 828C-1 (314R)
5KW
AM 1982
Continental 315R -1
5KW
AM 1980
Harris MW5A
10KW
AM 1983
Continental 316F
10KW
AM 1986
Harris MW1OB
25KW
AM 1985
CSI T- 25-A1
50KW
AM 1978
Continental 317C 1
50KW
AM 1982
Harris MW-50B
Miscellaneous Equipment:
Belar AMM2B Mod. Monitor ( 1200 KHz)
Belar FM Mod. Monitor
Beier FM Stereo Monitor
COL SMP-900 AM Stereo Matrix Processor
COL MDF 800 Stereo De- Emphasis Filter
COL SEC 800 Compressor
TFT AM Modulation Monitor (1990) (
1200 KHz)

1KW

BEE
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POWER TUBE S
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•

M.: 800-532-6626

REBUILT

OF NEW!

INTL
+1-530-662-7553
FAX: +1-530-6M-7760

1/2 THE COST

WWW.CCORCO.COM

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

-lib
ll
us ne
ECON

EMPLOYMENT

Transmitters, Antennas, STL Systems

superiorbroadcast.com
contact

HELP WANTED

Jimmie Joynt

Phone 800/279-3326
Siel 3000 watt FM transmitter in
good condition, $ 5000. Eric or
James, Adelman Comm, 731 N
Balsam St, Ridgecrest CA 93555.
760-371-1700.
Talking House, a 100MW. Part 15
transmitter used by Real Estate.
Works great, also has a90 sec digital
recorder, $200. Gene Whittenberger,
Whittenberger Studio, POB 396,
Mexico IN 46958. 765-985-2224.
Various Silver Mica doorknob
capacitors for transmitters, call for
values, BO. Cliff Bryson, 93
Robinhood Dr, Cranberry Twp PA
16066. 724-776-5204.

INFINITY

Fax 800/644-5958

BROADCASTING
CHARLOTTE, NC

TUBES, Eimac, Svetlana
800-430-6683
Fax: 905-469-4291
ams@hard-to-find.net
www.hard-to-find.net

Technician

needed

immediately!

Applicant needs to he digital savvy
and will have the opportunity to work
with recently upgraded studios and

FOR THE BEST PRICE

equipment leg. transmitters, studios
mass digital storage, Windows. DOS.
and NT). Broadcast or electronic
experience is desired. A minimum of
three years experience with digital

(2) 4CX250B; (
6) 828; (2) 810; (2)
813; ( 2) 807, all new, BO. Cliff
Bryson,
93
Robinhood
Dr,
Cranberry Twp PA 16066. 724-7765204.

equipment and superior references
are

a must.

SBE

Certified

or

equivalent license is preferred. Please
send

resumes

Schoening.

to

4015

VP/GM,
Stuart

Bill

Blvd., Charlotte, NC 28217. You may

Since 1947

e-mail

your

information

to

Attn: Bill Sehoening al 1704) 34-1-

TUBES
Sell

AMPEREX, EIMAC, SVETLANA
3CX400A7/8877, 3CX3000A7, 3500ZG,
4CX250B,
4-400,
4CX400A, 807, 833C,
ETC.
Westgate 800-213-4563.

El
urge
Thomson
Svatlana
Freeland
RCA
EEV
ARS
4CX15000A - EEV
4CX250B - Eimac
3CX800A7 + more

Mew& Rebuilt Tubes
C Electronics Co.
NEW

TUBES

We have the alternasses
for all your needs, at the
lowest prices, direct from
OUR srocxiii

9
6=
svotiona

EIMAC, SVETLANA. PRO-TEKe,
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH: ( 800) 881- 2374
FAX: ( 352) 683- 9595

ef.

SE HABLA ESPANOI
WE EXPORT

Export Shipping

ARS Electronics
USA 800-422-4250 Ca 803.422-4277
Same Day World Wide Shipping

on our

9853.

CHIEF ENGINEER FOR 5STATIONS:
3 FM's and 2 AM's, including 1
Directional Audiovault System. 3years
minimum experience with RF and
computer knowledge. SBE Certified or
equivalent license. Area is good quality
living in the beautiful Shenandoah Valley
of Virginia Cal 540-434-0331 or fax
resume to: 540-434-7087 or E-mail:
smowbray@valleyradio.com.
EEO
Employer.

o
web site for only...

For information, call 1-800-336-3045 ext. 154.

g

Experienced rookie? Such aThing?
Yes, it's me! Yound, energetic female
with experience in a # 1top 40 market
and reporting. Iwant to work for you.
Kee, 405-408-8W.

Old Rookie, speech degree, former
college athlete, private investigator,
skilled in news, investigative
reporting, experienced in sports
play-by-play, color for all sports.
Jim, 405-447-1615.

Outgoing,
energetic,
highly
motivated, trained, and well-detailed
individual who wants to work in the
radio industry. If this is the type of
person you're looking for, call Jeff at
405-749-6929.

e
lo

IJJ .r lcl

Recent broadcasting graduate
looking for a new adventure.
Interested in California, Florida,
Texas or Oklahoma.
On- Air
production or promotions. Tenisha,
405-206-3395.

Willing to relocate. Young, fun,
energetic,
fresh
face,
knowledgeable in all music formats.
Music is my life! Krickett, 970-9278777. krickett24@yahoo.com.

PD wanting challenges. Love
Country, Oldies & AC. Oklahoma,
Kansas & Texas. Email Jerry at
jerry_mccall@hotmail.com.

42 year old African-American rnale,
recent grad of American Broadcasting
School aspiring to be on-air announcer
and/or production talent, good vo, *11
relocate. Femell, 405-722-2481.

19 year old DJ with great ambition
fresh from American Broadcasting
School, not scared of the mic,
willing to go anywhere. Garrett,
580-928-1194.

Broadcast graduate, play-by-play,
production & on-air experience. I'm
excited about learning & willing to
travel.
Greg,
405-260-0847.
gregmerick@aol.com.

American Broadcasting School
grad, team player, skilled on- air,
production, quick study, ready for
any format. Andrew Mendoza, 817732-1969.

Looking for atalented, friendly, hard
working, dependable, responsible,
radio school grad who's willing to
relocate? Call Brady, 918-534-3044.

Dependable
team
player.
Experienced in play-by-play, on- air,
digital production & copywriting.
Ready for sportscasting gig! Call
Dustin, 972-230-2403.

New but experienced DJ, producer,
looking to become a part of your
successful team as an on-air
personality, production talent or DJ on
your mix show. Danny. 405-632-3632.

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Ao

New graduate, but years of
experience in night clubs, seeking a
professional job in radio, on- air,
production, will relocate. Ronny,
405-386-3755.

Andrew

hsehoening@CBS.com, or fax it to:

Want to

12 years at college radio playing
oldies. It was fun & Imiss it. Now
seeking same PT radios of St Louis.
Dennis Elogenmiller, 4612 Theiss Rd,
St Louis MO 63128.

CHIEF ENGINEER and a Senior

8 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes
8 sockets/ports, new 8 rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day
or night, FAX 402-493-6821.

Since 104

POSITIONS WANTED

Enthusiastic, reliable rookie with
professional attitude seeking career
in radio broadcasting, willing to
relocate. Jeff, 972-393-5425.

Friendly,
industrious,
FCC
commercial 1st class w/radar,
amateur, extra radio licensed, CE,
asst CE, seeking FT. PT, contract
work, AM/FM, cable, TV, within 75
mile radius of Metro NYC area. 718969-5224 or write: Mitchell Rakoff,
81-12 Roosevelt Ave # 702, Jackson
Heights NY 11372-6746 or email:
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.
Green, American Broadcasting
School grad seeks high- paying
glamour, chick- side- kick morning
show, will except janitorial. Laura,
405-525-5656.
Multi- talented highly motivated
individual looking for opportunity
with great radio station as on air
talent. Group or talk show, morning
or afternoon. Tom King, 972-5576524.
Put me on the air! Young talent
looking to enter broadcasting.
Music background & training in
radio. Can do it all. Jared, 918-2932955.
Recent bilingual graduate with
strong voice & superior talent. Will
relocate, call for an aircheck. Peter,
972-768-4022.
Recent broadcasting grad, rookie,
but willing to travel, looking for onair DJ or sports. Ash, 405-3149732.
Recent grad prefer sports broadcasting.
Hard worker, willing to learn, can
relocate. Matt, 817-447-0371 or
mattincbrayer50@hotmcom.

FallsChurch,VA 2 204 1
5827 Colu m bia Pike, 1stFIoor . •
•
PHON E: 70 3-998- 7600
FAX. 703-671- 7409
O

Classified Advertising Rates Effective January 1, 2001
lx

6x

13x

26x

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

$95

90

85

80

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

$80

70

60

50

Distributor Directory

$120

115

110

105

Professional Card

$90

85

80

75

Station/Studio Services

$175

150

125

100

Classified Line Ad

$2/word

Blind Box Ad

$15 additional
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ACTION- GRAM
EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
itadio Wofes Broadcast EquIpment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for radio stations only All other end users well be charged This FREE service
, vs not eply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stateons For Sale ads These are published on apaid bases only. Send your listings to us by tilling out
the tome below Please be aware that It takes one month tor ksengs to appear. The hangs run for two consecueve issues
and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

Please print and include
all information:

Are you currently a subscriber to Radio World 7
•J Yes
J No
Signature

_

Date _

Contact Name
Title _
Company/Station __
i

Address _.

1

City/State
Zip Code _
Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end

users can

participate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on a paid basis. Line ad listings & display
advertising are available on a per word or per inch basis.

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:

WTS j WTB j Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model

Price

WS J WTB J Category
Mske
Brief Description

Model

Pnce:

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description: ___

Model

Pr ice:

\,\TS J WTB J Category:
tiiake.
Brief Description:

Model:

r- rice

ii.../TS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price

"'TS J WTB J Category
Make
Brief Description:

Model

Drice:

WTS "—I WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model

PriceT

'Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast

Equipment Exchange

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 800-336-3045 • Fax: 703-998-2966
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A DVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
PAGE
39

ADVERTISER
A.R.M.A.

48

Air Corp

44

Allied

33

Aphex Systems

30

Armstrong Transmitters

44

ATI

8

Audio Precision

2

Audioarts Engineering/Wheatstone

48

Audion Labs

24

AudioScience

46

Autogram Corporation

46

Avcom-Ramsey Technologies

30

BALSYS

40

Belar

51

Best

35

Bradley Broadcast

44

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

37

Broadcast Richardson

WEBSITE URL
www.armagroup.org
See ad for contact information
www.ocwhite.com
www.aphex.com
www.armstrongtx.com
www.atiguys.com
www.audioprecision.com
www.wheatstone.com
www.voxpro.net
www.audioscience.com
www.autogramcorp.com
www.highpowerfm.com
www.balsys.com
www.belar.com
www.bext.com
www.bradleybroadcast.com
www.broadcast-devices.com
www.broadast-richardson.com

17

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI)

46

Broadcast Tools

www.bsiusa.com

2829

BSW

4

Burk Technology

41

Circuit Werkes

7

Comrex

36

Conex ElectroSystems

26

Crown Broadcast

12

Digigram

44

Econco

11

ENCO Systems

48

Excalibur Electronics

48

Freeland Products, Inc.

www.freeland-inc.com

42

Full Compass

www.fullcompass.com

www.broadcasttools.com
www.bswusa.com
www.burk.com
www.circuitwerkes.com
www.comrex.com
www.conex-electro.com
www.crownbroadcast.com
www.digigram.com
www.econco.com
www.enco.com
See ad for contact information
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Ghielmetti

30

Ghostwriters

www.ghielmetti.ch

44

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.

www.gorman-redlich.com

30

Grace Broadcast Sales

www.gracebroadcast.com

i

Harris

18

Harris

19

Henry Engineering

6

lnovonics

38

Inovonics

48

JSquared Technical Service

jsquared@cdsnet.net
www.klotzdigital.com

www.radio-mall.com

www.harris.com
www.harris.com
www.henryeng.com
www.inovon.com
www.inovon.com
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Klotz Digital AG

48

LBA Technology

49

Lynx Studio Technology

46

Mager Systems

23

Management Data Media Systems

25

MediaTouch

www.imediatouch.com

41

MediaTouch

www.imediatouch.com

27

Netia

46

Nott Ltd.

22

Omnia, aTelos Company

44

OEI

34

Radio Computing Service ( RCS)

20

Radio Design Labs

15

Radio Frequency System ( RES)

info@rfsbroadcast.com

5

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com

24

Rules Service

www.ruleserv.com

3

S.C.M.S.

www.scmsinc.com

31

Scott Studios

21

Sierra Automated Systems

48

Silicon Valley Power

15

Sine Systems

www.lbagroup.com
www.lynxstudio.com/rw
www.magersystems.com
www.mdata-usa.com

www.netia.net
www.nottltd.com
www.omniaaudio.com
www.qei-broadcast.com
www.iselector.com
www.rdlnet.com

www.scottstudios.com
www.sasaudio.com
www.svpa.com
www.sinesystems.com

45

Syntrillium Software

9

Telos Systems

www.telos-systems.com/smartsurface

www.syntrillium.com

13

Telos Systems

www.zephyr.com

55

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

56

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com
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• READER 'S
Cousin Brucie responds

Copyright NAB

The following is in response to letters
about "Al's Boss Picks Up Big Honors," by
Alan R. Peterson, in the March 30 issue.
To all of my colleagues, past and present,
thank you for sharing those memories. It
always amazes me to think about all of the
lives Ihave somehow managed to touch
both physically and electronically.

Morrow at NAB2001
Your Cuz continues to love what he is
doing. When that "On Air" light illuminates,
it still gives me athrill and Iam as happy on
the air today as Iwas back in those "memory
days."
The honor presented to me by the NAB is
adream come true. This award means so
much to me, as it truly represents an
acknowledgment of my peers and peerettes.
Ihope to continue to carry the torch of
radio and Ican only pray that programmers
and owners will allow young people to realize their dreams (as Idid and continue to
do), to allow mistakes and encourage creative broadcasting. Ilove this business.
Bruce Morrow
New York

Engineers
Ireally enjoyed the March 14 article "Do
You Respect Your Engineer?" by Mark
Lapidus. Thanks for saying the things our
managers need to hear.
Myself, Idropped out of full-time radio
engineering adecade ago when it became
obvious the computer management field was
more lucrative. Iwent into government service, but have kept my hand in radio, with a
dip into television along the way.
Currently Iwork as a local consulting
engineer and am working mostly in
streaming video, as you can see at our site,
www.AlaskaOnlineTV.com. We are trying
to preserve Alaska's history in video on
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the Web.
Ithink Mark's article was right-on. Most
stations seem to think the engineer is only
important on the day he is needed for an
emergency, or to plan the next translator station, but then he should fade into the background. And God help him if he screws up
and causes aproblem. His problems can cost
revenue.
It is only the most enlightened stations
that will listen to our suggestions (the ones
that cost money) about how best to do stereo
AM, or about how to make sure we have a
backup transmitter for the revenue-generating FM stations, or about keeping spare parts
for the diplexer that keeps our competitors
on the air on our tower.
We seem to be avoice in the wilderness
calling for more and more, when most station managers aren't interested. Thanks for
pointing out that it can have agreat longterm benefit even to those kinds of GMs
who listen to us. Please keep it up. Iplan to
clip this latest article and slip it under acouple of doors here in Anchorage!
Scott Dennis
Owner/Consulting Engineer
InfoTech Alaska
Anchorage, Alaska

Mel: Don't
Blow Off
The NAB

Memo to Mel:
The NAB matters.
We're not talking about your membership in the association. We are referring here to the spring NAB show.
Your company's abrupt decision to yank its membership in the industry's trade association, which your
managers announced in acurt press release prior to the
show, sent murmurs through the community, as it was no doubt intended to do.
And no wonder. Infinity is at or near the top in every category that matters in radio
ad revenue and big-market business success. Few entrepreneurs symbolize our industry or are as recognizable as Mel Karmazin. And although TV and other media reportedly take up some of your time these days, we know you're aradio sales guy at heart.
We also know you have your differences with NAB over TV ownership caps. And
we know you're aphenomenal business strategist, and that this move could be part of a
plan to get what you want from the lobbyists and eventually come back into the fold.
But your decision has an immediate, negative impact on many of your employees,
most of whom had already been obliged to pay their own way if they wanted to take
part in our industry's big market bazaar.
Now, those employees are looking over their shoulders, worried they might even
short-circuit their careers if they merely attend the show or take part in any NAB-sponsored events. They read between the lines of company memos from on high, and they
worry.
Attendance at the show this year was down atad from last, and some exhibitors
wondered if your decision played apart. An NAB spokesman said no, and guessed that
your people accounted for perhaps 100 fewer registrants.
But Mel, we think it's ashame that good, hard-working engineers and managers
can't come freely to aconvention that educates them about the products and trends
affecting your bottom line. How are they to learn about developments at iBiquity
Digital, in which your company owns astake, or hear from your competition about
their failures and successes in streaming, in consolidation, in designing digital installations?
We hope you'll work out your differences with NAB. In the meantime, why not
issue amemo to your staff assuring them on this point?
"CBS/Infinity employees are encouraged to take part in industry-sponsored events
and conventions:' it might state, "whether CBS is amember or not, and you will not be
penalized for doing sor

Contracting licenses
Mark Persons' recent article (April 11,
"Low-Voltage, High-Hassle Licensing")
regarding contracting licenses is probably
just the tip of the iceberg. More and more
states will be adding that requirement as
time goes on ... probably under the guise of
safety, but in reality, to bring in more dollars
to local treasuries.
Over the past 30 years Ihave built communications facilities in anumber of jurisdictions, foreign and domestic. Until recently, low-voltage wiring has not been an issue.
After Persons' article appeared, Imade several phone calls to people Iknow in contracting divisions of several states. Imade
four calls asking specifically of deaths, accidents, major conflagrations, etc. resulting in
significant property damage attributable to
unlicensed people doing the work.
No one could cite any cases.
A gentleman in Oklahoma indicated he
"thought there might have been a fire"
caused by low-voltage wiring, but offered
nothing more specific than that.
The truly unfortunate aspect of this contractor licensing is the lack of any national
standard. Each state has its own ideas, laws
and method of policing the laws. In
Persons' case, the results were arbitrary
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enforcement of alaw that should never (in
my opinion) have been put in place.
It is utter folly to think some fire alarm
installer, burglar alarm peddler or similar
person could begin to comprehend the complexity of amajor broadcast facility as
Persons describes.
The nature of the work at my company
demands that Imaintain ageneral building
and commercial electrical contractor's
license. Ican legally — in Arizona — take
on most any task involved in building astation. After going through an ordeal similar to
the one Persons describes to get these licenses, Itoo had to pay the state "big bucks" for
the actual licenses. Every two years I
"renew" those licenses, also at significant
cost. Don't forget the drawer full of city and
county business licenses Ihave. Each of
these costs me money every year. Ijust paid
the city of Glendale, Ariz., almost $ 100 to
do ajob that took two of us less than aday!
As acontractor, Ihave to collect state and
local sales taxes. Not an easy matter, either,
as there is no set rate for the tax. This state
has a "state" rate and each city, town, county,
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municipality and the like gets to set its own
"local" rate.
So, my fellow engineers, look forward a
few years and start planning on becoming
licensed. Look at the bright side. When
broadcasting (as we know it) goes into the
dumper, you'll be all set to peddle/install
bwglar alarms!
Richard Haskey, CPBE
Operations Manager
Western Wireless Works
Mesa, Ariz
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This new D-5000 audio console from WHEATS TONE gives you
our top-of-the-line D-600 digital technology— at amodest price!
Totally modular design lets you hot- • Serial po -tallows true integration with
swap all modules for on- sir servicing:
routers and automation systems.
even DSP and CPU functions reside
• Dedicated phone module with DSP
on easily changed modules.
generated MXM—two modules can be
Traditional user interface witeecCe l
e
combined for up to 4 MXM sends.
layout and familiar control surfaCele
"0 8- character alphanumeric source
-Jua e with up to 26 input modules
dielaleys above each fader.
alog and digital).
• All channel fader. display and switch
4 stereo
usses, each with digitàI
settings are addressable via the serial
and balanced analog jjy s.
port for remote control and router/
Flexible mainframe layo
automatibn communication.
Inputs can be field-converte
clusive VDIPTM software lets you
analog to digital ( and back) through a
c.nfigure
with alaptop PC ( no
simple daughterboard change.
pulling modules, installing jumpers or
Choice of 32. 44.1 or 48KHz console
clock rates ( can be synced externally).

setting dipswitches). Once configured
console runs standalone.
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FEATURES YOU'LL NEED FOR DIGITAL RADIO
Features like PRESET SNAPSHOTS, direct ROUTER

SOURCE ACCESS, AUTOMATION SYSTEM INTEGRATION
and easy SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION. You can choose
from 32, 44.1 or 48KHz clock rates to accommodate
your system standard—and with four stereo outputs plus
two stereo aux sends ( each with simultaneous digital
and analog outputs), automatic mix- minus support for

up to four callers, individual channel EQ and dynamics
processing plus eight-character source/cut ID displays,
you'll be able to handle ANY format.
With the D-700 your digital console, your digital hard
disk, your automation system, and your station's audio
router can work as ONE! CONTACT W HEATSTONE, THE
CONSOLE EXPERTS!

CcipsrorticDer)
tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/sales@wheatstone.com / www.wheatstone.com
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